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Move To Rescind ERA
Vote Apparently Dead
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
move to rescind Kentucky's ratification
of the Equal Rights Amendment appears to be dead on this final day of the
1976 legislative session.
But the rescission movement — dubbed a "Lazarus" by some legislators
for its propensity to resurrect from the
committee graveyards — could still be
revived if the House votes to suspend its
rules.

Friday and Saturday were set aside
for consideration of amendments only
and the rescission measure is in the
form of a bill.
A move by anti-ERA forces to
suspend House rules failed Friday by a
48-35 vote and Rep. Lloyd Clapp, DWingo,conceded defeat.
Clapp had attempted to suspend the
rules Thursday night but after an hour

Rotary Members Hear
Jesse Stuart Readings
Members of the Murray Rotary Club
were treated with a _program of
readings from the writings of Jesse
Stuart, Kentucky's renown writer and
poet, at their regular weekly meeting
Thursday.
Presenting the readings was Miss
Katie Paschall, a graduate student in
communications at Murray State
University from Puryear, Tenn., and
recipient of the first Jesse Stuart
Fellowship to be awarded by the
University in honor of the writer.
Miss Paschall, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Winfred Paschall of Puryear,
read "Kentucky Is My Land," the
chapter from Stuart's book, "My
World," dealing with Murray and the
Jackson Purchase, and four of his
poems: "Two Kinds of Young Birdlanders," "I'm Not Your Hero,"
"Synthetic Heros," and •'Intercession."

Miss Paschall also will present two
other programs of readings . from
Stuart's works Wednesday, March 24,
In the Farrell Recital Hall of the Fine
Arts Center—one at 10 a.m. and another
at 8:30 p.m. The program is entitled
"ReCollections of a Kentucky Mountain
Childhood.'There is no charge,and the
public is invited.
Among the guests at the meeting
were the two recipients of the club's
1976-77 scholarships to Murray State
University: Bill Bailey, a senior at
Murray High School and son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Bailey, Route 8, and Kevin
Pfnick, a senior at Calloway County
High School and son of Rev. and Mrs.
Leon Penick,Route 2.
Other guests included Steve Linn, a
visiting Rotarian from Benton, and Al
Wilson, Jackson, Term.

of parliamentary maneuvering agreed
to adjourn at the House Majority
Leader's request.
The House leadership managed to
secure the votes by Friday to prevent
consideration of the rescission
measure.
Anti-ERA forces had been successful
in getting a rescission resolution approved by the House but the measure
was stalled in a Senate committee and
attempts to dislodge it failed.
The issue appeared to have been laid
to rest for this session when the Senate
approved a proposed constitutional
amendment to place ERA on the ballot
in the November 1977 election.
But then a House committee, in a surprise move this week, substituted the
language of the original resolution foi.
the proposed referendum.
On the last official day in which bills
could be considered, the House took action on other measures in a last-minute
effort to wrap up the 1976 legislative
session.

The new olympic-size swimming pool at the Murray-Calloway County Park
is now 80 per cent completed.
Opening date for the facility is scheduled for around the first of June.

New Pool To Be Open By June
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Sparkling water, people, swim-meets
and fun for the citizens of Murray and
Calloway County, and that is just part
of what the new City-County Park will
offer. Three pools and a bath house are
being built for the enjoyment of Dung
and old alike.
According to Gary Hohman. park
director, the three pools are 80 per. cent
saromplete with final completion set for

the middle of May and opening for the
first of June. Working in conjunction
with the American Red Cross a "I.earn
to Swim" program will be offered This
program will include a "Mother and
Tot" group, beginning, intermediate
and advanced swimming plus courses
in life-saving.
A twenty-five meter L-shaped
olympic pool- will have seven corm

petition lanes and a diving area with
both low and high diving boards The
training pool is 30 by 40 feet and ranges
in depth from two and one half to three
and one half feet. Toddlers will find the
Infant pool made to order complete with
a spray fountain in the center. The
dimensions of this pool are 20 by 20 feet
and its depth ranges from 12 to 18 inches.

Jerry Mac Burkeen Overcomes Crime Prevention Program Is
Difficulties On A4SU Campus
Begun Through Judge's Office
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"Most of all, accessibility was the
hang up—because without elevators
For four years after graduation as the and ramps where I need them, there
valedictorian of the 1968 class at was no way for me to get around,"
Calloway County High School, Jerry Burkeen recalled. "So I stayed at home
Mac Burkeen of Almo Route I laid out and just about drove my parents
of school at home and fought boredom crazy."
while pondering his future.
He took two correspondence courses,
Confined to a wheelchair by polio that but really held out little hope that he
struck him as an infant, he yearned to could go beyond college by mail. Not
go to college. But he and his parents, satisfied with his inactivity, Burkeen
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Burkeen, had worked three surnmers addressing
nagging doubts that he could make it on envelopes for a local business and tried
a campus.
selling light bulbs by telephone.
His ranking at the top of a high school
But that effort to stay busy was simply
class of 135 graduates left no question of not enough for the young man with the
his academic promise. Yet his life was mind that would not lie dormant. Now
virtually stalled by his handicap and he quips that his most exciting moment
the uncertainty of whether he had the during those years was "finding out
mobility to keep pace with college who the Hollywood Square was every
routine.
day."
By DWAIN MCINTOSH

ath

EXERCISE IN INDEPENDENCE--ferry Mac Burkeen of Almo Route 1, who
will be graduated from Murray State University in August with highest
honors, begins the process of loading his wheelchair into his handcontrolled car after a day of classes. He spent two hours at home atone
one day mastering the technique of loading and unloading the wheelchair
into his car so that he would not be totally dependent on others.

Then the old hope of college was
revived when the Alumni Assneiation at
Murray State University offered him
the first Ralph H. Woods Scholarship
for the 1972-73 school year. He was
"raring to go."
Even yet, however, the decision was
not instantaneous. His parents
remained far
more cautious.
Discussion with Joe Dick of Murray,
an Alumni Council member who has
been active in many facets of the
alumni program, and Mancil Vinson,
director of alumni affairs, persuaded
them that assistance would be
available for Jerry and that the
physical obstacles were not insurmountable.
Encouragement from the state Bureau
of Rehabilitation office on the campus
was also instrumental in helping the
family to make the difficult
decision—and young Burkeen finally
got the go-ahead to go to college.
Before he enrolled, however, he had
some second thoughts of his own.
"As the time grew near for me to
begin, I became a little skeptical
because of the unknowns ahead of me."
Then with a grin, he added a postscript
to his confession: "But I never told
anybody how I felt because I didn't
want to raise all those doubts again. I
had to give it a try."
He chose to study accounting because
he knew his career would have to be
office work and because he recognized
that his aptitude and interest in
mathematics were a perfect fit for his
circumstances.
His record, as he nears graduation this
summer, verifies that Burkeen and his
parents made a wise decision. His
academic standing is 3.94 of a possible
4.00 and will earn him Summa Cum
Laude honors in August.
Yet his achievement does not end with
near-perfect grades. He was selected
earlier this year for "Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities"
and has been an active member of the
Accounting Society on the campus. His
other awards include outstanding
sophomore in accounting and co-winner
with two other students last year of the
Price-Waterhouse Accountancy Award.
Nor does the Jerry Mac Burkeen story
end with recognitions. As he has
progressed in his studies and his activities, he has also refused to
surrender to the idea that he must be
totally dependent.
. After the rehabilitation office had
hired someone to push him about he
campus his first three years, he has
made it on his own during his senor
year except in bad weather.
A problem he had for several ye,'
that also required assistance s,is
getting his wheelchair in and out of the
car he has driven since it was equipped
with special hand controls for him in
1968
iSee Burkeen, rage t?

In order to aid the efforts of local law
enforcement officials, Calloway County
Judge Robert 0. Miller has announced
a supplementary plan in crime
prevention.
Ann Kelly Ellis and Danny Patterson.
both of Murray. are working on a crime
prevention program promoted through
the Calloway County Judge's Office. In
addition, Ellis and Patterson are in
charge of publicity for various city and
county government-related projects.
However, their primary concern is the
crime prevention program
Ann Kelly and Patterson have visited
various club groups throughout Murray
and Calloway County where they
present guidelines on common sense
methods to combat crime. The aspects
of the program include such areas as
how to prevent car theft: home
security; what measures to follow to
secure your home when you leave for
extended times; guidelines for personal
safety; and "Do's and Don'ts" for the
safety of children.
-Patterson begins the program 1))
explaining "Operation Identification"
and the advantages and values the
project has in preventing home

burglaries. Ellis also presents a
program by previewing briefly a new
statewide crime prevention entitled
"Neighborhood Watch".
According to Patterson the program
has met with favorable response. "We
can only assume that the groups to
which we have spoken have found the
program worthwhile as we've had
nothing but positive feedback in the
form of interpersonal interaction and
group discussion." Ellis added that.
"the crime prevention program is
beneficial to all the citizens as it serves
to reassert in the people's mind the
basic common sense crime preventive
methods that we tend to forget."
Calloway County Judge Robed
Miller explained that the program was
designed as an informative-type
program to make the public more
aware of simple measures to incorporate in their day-to-day routine so
as to prevent crime. "The basic intent
is to provide measures to keep the
crime from ever occurring in the first
place," said Miller. He continued h)
saying,"f course, we are realistic: we
can't expect to eradicate crime 180 per
4)

cent, but we can provide the effort
through programs like this to at least
lessen the opportunity or situation
which might accomodate a car theft. a
purse snatcher, home burglary, or a
rape incident."
Ellis, 25, is a native of Murray. She
attended Central Texas College and
Murray State University. She current!)
serves as Vice President of the Kentucky Young Democrats, and is a
member of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee Ann
Kelly also serves on the Manpower
Task Force of the Purchase Area
Development District. She resides in
Murray with her 4 year old daughter.
Allison.
Patterson, a 23 year old native of
Princeton, Kentucky, received his
Bachelor's Degree in Speech and
History from Murray State University
in 1974. He completed his Master's
Degree in Communications at Murray
State at the conclusion of the Eall 1975
semester.
All persons who are interested in the
crime prevention program can call the
Calloway County Judge's Office by
dialing 753-2920.

Bill Of Rights For
Teachers Underlined
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP) — A kind of
bill of rights for public schoolteachers
has been underlined in a Kentucky
Supreme Court decision.
The high court ruled unanimously
Friday that teachers and school employes cannot be demoted or tranliarred for their political opinions or affiliations.
The case involved seven persons in
the Rowan County school system who
successfully supported Dr. Warren
Proudfoot for a school board post against opposition of Supt. Clifford Cassady.
The result for the 1970-71 school year,
according to Supreme Court Justice
Pleas Jones:
"Cassady held the hand that played
the game— the teachers were poor
pawns to be transferred or demoted at
tds pleasure.
"All he had to do was to recommend
the transfers and demotions to the indlvklual members of the Board of
Education.
"Like puppets, four of the members
voted to assist Cassady In his vendetta
against the teachers and employes."
Jones said in the unanimous opinion
the legislature specifically sought to
prevent this type of political reprisal
through a statute.

In the current case, he said, the
superintendent would only say as the
general reason for punishments of the
teachers that it was "for the betterment
of the school system."
"If the primary reason for making
the transfers as found by the trial court
was to punish ... for political activities,
then such action was arbitrary and
void," the high court said.
"Simply because the superintendent
could have been otherwise motivated
by some proper purpose does not mean
that these other purposes played a real

sfers. The trial court could not breathe
new life into an otherwise void and arbitrary action."
The lower court had dismissed the
claims of Bill Calhoun, Marvin Moore,
Mabel Alfrey and James Botts. The Supreme Court reversed this.
The lower court had found the transfers of Brenda Wells and Warren
Cooper without any valid motive and
ordered their return The high court
upheld this.
Roger Eldrtge, the seventh person involved, abandoned his claim before the

New Board Members
Named By Chamber
New board members have been
named for the Murray Chamber of.
C,ommerce, according to Executive
Secretary James Johnson.
Named to the board of directors. in
the heaviest vote in recent years. were
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray; Ed Shinners, of Vanderbilt
Chemical Co.; Dr. Harry Sparks,
president emeritus of Murray State

University, Bill Barker. general
manager of the Murray Electric
System; and Guy Flillington.
The members were selected out of 121
nominees, with the results tabulated 1)5
Richardson and Trevathan accounlini
firm, and Tim Scruggs They succeed
Dr. A. H. Kopperucl. Grayson McClure
Mai Hurt. I oonard Vaughn. and f;low
Doran.
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Send Ex's Family a
Separate Invitation
By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: I am in a terrible quandary. We are
having a fornlal affair for my son's bar mitzvah. My brother
and his wife recently separated and are living apart. I don't
know whether they will eventually patch up their
differences or go through with the divorce.
Should I invite my sister-in-law? We always got along
well, and I am very fond of her. Should I send her and my
brother separate invitations at their respective addresses?
And how about her parents? I like them, too.
IN A QUANDARY
DEAR IN: Send • separate invitation to your
mister-in-law and also one to her parents, and let them decide
whether or not to accept.

AHOY—Whether
SHIP
your
you're planning
cruise wardrobe or just
thinking of spring, a
pantsuit such as this threepiece ensemble with a
sweater look should be
high on your fashion list.
It's in easy to care for and
easy to pack polyester.
James
by
(Pantsuit
Kenrob.)
The true story that has
captivated over
8.000,000
CltiAttfr
W'
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HIDING
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EILEEN 11111CKAIRT
inSliAmon CYCOP

CAPRI THEATRE
Chestnut St.
Weckdoys 703 6 945
Sat E. Sun 300. 7006 945
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Hospital Report

DEAR ABBY: I am amazed at your chauvinistic
put-down of women who accept attentions from married
men. You fail to mention the men who pester married
women, often without any encouragement.
And what about the wife who treats her husband like a
second-class citizen and refuses sex, but is hurt and
martyred when he finds another woman with whom to share
love and companionship?
Many unhappy marriages have been saved by the "other
woman," who provides a much-needed oasis for the
unhappily married man and sends him back to his wife
refreshed and renewed.
It's time wives assumed some of the responsibility for the
reason their husbands stray. It's also time that we face the
horrible truth that wives also stray with "cruel, inconsiderate, stupid and short-sighted" MALES.
FOR EQUALITY
DEAR FOR EQUALITY: Ifs marriage must be "saved"
by the "other woman"(or the "other man") who provides•
"much-needed oasis" and sends the lover home "refreshed
and renewed," I think all concerned should take a good,
hard look at the marriage. Such marriages are for
masochists.
DEAR ABBY: A waitress signed WANTS TO PLEASE
wrote a long list of complaints against customers. The one
that irritated me the most was,"Please do not summon the
waitress by snapping your fingers, whistling or hollering,
'Hey, Girlie!'"
Now I have a question. I eat in restaurants often, and I
have a terrible time getting the attention of my waitress.
What is the correct procedure? I have tried the following:
Signaling silently to any waitress whose eye I catch, hoping
she will fill my water glass or coffee cup, or bring me my
check. She gives me a stony look and says, "This isn't my
station!"
Then I ask, "Will you please tell the waitress whose
station this IS that I would like some attention?
She doesn't say yes, no or go jump in the lake. She just
walks away.
I have waited so long for my waitress that I have actually
gotten up from my chair and have gone looking for her!
If you have any suggestions for getting a waitress'
attention when she is busy making eyes at the bartender or
in the kitchen gabbing with the help back there, please let
me have it. I have even become so disgusted that I have
started for the door. THEN someone runs after me with my
check. Perhaps that is the way to get attention.
DISGUSTED IN CHICAGO
DEAR DISGUSTED: Perhaps! (P.S. Meanwhile, easy,
man. You sound like a candidate for a coronary.)
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

BUTTERMILK
Many good cooks have
discovered that buttermilk,
with its unique flavor and
slight acidity, makes light and
tender cakes, biscuits, and
pancakes. Buttermilk also
helps to tenderize meat.
Whether you enjoy buttermilk
as a refreshing beverage or an
ingredient in preparing meals,
it offers tasty nourishment to
all.
An Anthrax epidemic killed
thousands in Rome in 80 A.D.

and Mrs. Tellus Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Orr, and Mrs.
Opal Kennedy.,
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, and Michelle
Morris visited the R. D. Keys
on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Harrington in Parsons, Term.,
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
visited the Coy Kuykendalls
on Thursday.
Bro. and Mrs. James
Phelps, Cindy and Steve, were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Orr.
Bro. Glynn M. Orr resigned
as pastor of Birds Creek
Baptist Church and has accepted the Sedalia Baptist
Church. They will be moving
soon. We are sorry to see them
leave Puryear. Mrs. Orr will
still operate her beauty shop
in Puryear.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
visited Bro. and Mrs. Glynn
M.Orr Monday.
Arlin Paschall visited Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Paschall
Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Nina Holley on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cowden of
Detroit, Mich., visited Mrs.
Lamora Nance on Sunday.
Mrs. Linda Orr and son,
Bryan, had lunch with Mrs
Lavelle Wall on Monday.
Mrs. Layette Orr and
daughter, Grace, of Mayfield
and Mrs. Holice Grooms
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms Sunday.
R. D. Key thanks each one
for their visits, calls, cards,
prayers, and encouraging
words during his illness in the
hospital and as a shutin at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris
visited his brother, Odie
Morris, Saturday at his home
in Murray.

Your Individual Horoscope

March 16, 1976
Adults 132
Nursery 6

Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 21, 1974
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook Is, according
to the stars.

attitude must be hopeful and

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Warner (mother
Mildred), Rt. 5, Benton, Baby
Houston. (mother
Girl
Deborah), Rt. 3, Murray,
Baby Boy Cashion (mother
Denise), Box 13, Kirksey,
Baby Boy Summers (mother
2 W. Main,
/
Joan), 13231
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Thomas E. Thompson, Rt. 3,
Benton, Hillman L. Lyons, 603
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Anna M.
Nance, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Norma J. Miller, Rt. 1, Box
158, Murray, Hughes H. Edwards, Dexter, Mrs. Jewel H.
Outland, RI. 8, Box 1095,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara E
Atkins, 1611 Ryan, Murray,
Mrs. Betty G. Reed, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Huntus Nance,
1103 Vine, Murray, H. W
Boyd, 1102 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Madie A.
Salmon, Hazel, Mrs. Muria P.
Fern Terrace Ldg.,
ild
Brandon,

consistent if you would succeed.
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Romance favored.
March 1, 1117E
CAPRICORN
Mrs.
Holin
and
Mr.
Jones
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
ARMS
visited her brother, Wallace
A better day than you may
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Paschall, on Monday and
think at first, but it will need
Entrust your affairs only to
your help In order to bring out
enroute home visited Bro. and
the trustworthy if you MUST
Its hidden opportunities. Just
Mrs. Harold Lassiter in Cadiz.
put them in other hands but,
one admonition: Be discreet.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tarkington
where possible, handle what
AQUARIUS
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bardon
you can yourself.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Nance Tuesday afternoon.
TAURUS
Mixed influences. Keep on
(Apr. 21 to May 21) NV
your toes. There's a special
R. D. Key had surgery on his
Don't let unexpected situaneed for adaptability and effieye Friday at Mid-South
tions dismay you. Prevent them
ciency — also a sense of humor!
Hospital in Memphis, Term.
from crossing you up by being
PISCES
He will have a check up on
yaw usual philosophical self
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )($
March 23. Visitors in to see
and stressing good manageAdmonitions for this day: Do
him were Howard Morris, Mr.
ment
not complicate situations which
GEMINI
are involved enough already,
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Bro. and
.4
(May 22 to June 21) 111
and DO be careful not to anMrs. Glynn M. Orr and son,
A day in which you can really
tagonize others.
Bryan, Bro. and Mrs. James
allow your tmagination free
Phelps and daughter, Cindy,
rein. New ideas, generated by
YOU BORN TODAY are
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes,
fine Mercury influences, can be
endowed with a great spirit of
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes, and
Immensely beneficial to your
enterprise, a gregarious percareer.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen.
sonality and
outstanding
CANCER
Ingenuity. You are ambitious
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
(June 22 to July 23)
and strive hard to attain your
Howard Morris visited Oche
Don't leave things to chance.
goals, but sometimes are too
Morris at his home in Murray
Here is a time for reviewing
materialistic in your aims. For
after his having been in the
with an eye toward tightening
you, the reward for effort is Broiled Lamb for Less
up action, making plans for the
hospital for several days.
more important than the effort
coming week.
There are two kinds of
Miss Cindy Phelps of
itself. Try to find more joy in the
LEO
means of achievement. You lamb shoulder chops -- arm4
Memphis, Tenn., spent the
(July 34 to Aug. 23)
would make an excellent with a small round bone, and:'
weekend with her parents,
Tread warily, to avoid
business leader, educator, blade, with portions of tha:.
Bro. and Mrs. Phelps.
nesdieas errors and rubbing
musician or politician. Birth- blade and backbone. These
..
;
Vergil Paschall suffered
°thus the wroog way. Tact and
date of: Johann S. Bach,
like the more costly chopei
:
great
a
do
will
ineletshoilhig
week
when he
injuries last
composer
are eligible for broiling.
4
dual le keep matters riming
stepped off his truck. He is
confined at home for ten days.
TWIG°
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
(keg. 24 to Sept. 23)
spent Thursday with Bro. and
Avoid a tendency toward
Mrs. Warren Sykes. Mitch
peadmim. Why amine that
Woo will not work out? Couple
Sykes returned home with
your lively imagination with
them. Mrs. Warren Sykes and
your innate practicality, and
Mrs. Henry Sykes visited Bro.
you can get around almost any
and Mrs. Lee Saturday.
situation.
Mr. and
Mrs. Coy
LIBRA
Kuykendall visited Mr. and
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
If faced with a "sticky"
Mrs. Charlie Olive and Mr.
problem, face up it squarely,
and Mrs. Owen Bauctun on
analyze carefully and you will
Sunday.
readily reach a solution. A day
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
when keen judgment will pay
Tarkington and Mrs. Holice
off.
Grooms. visited Mr. and Mrs.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 23)
Okley Cobb on Sunday.
An energetic ally may come
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jones
to your support personally or
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hallie
financially. Push all worthwhile
Cook of Wingo on Friday.
aims. Especially favored:
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
outdoor pursuits, cultural inBailey Grooms in the hospital.
SAG/FARMS
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M.Orr,
PADUCAH PATIENT
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Rickie and Bryan, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Hendon of
Whether your day is to be
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, and Mr. Murray has been a patient at
devoted to many duties and
and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore Western Baptist Hospital, little play or vice versa, your
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and Paducah.
Mrs. Nina Holley on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramond
Pickard of Paducah and Mr.
and Mrs. D. M. Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Sunday.
Manton Underwood, L. S.
Coe, and Mrs. Jessie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
on Monday.
Visitors in to see Vergil
Paschall over the weekend
were Mrs. Neva and Vera
Gargus, Mrs. Lochkie Cathcart, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Erwin,
Otho Clark, Robert Laster,
Joe Hopper, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Paschall and
children, Marilyn, Carolyn,
and Steve.
March 8, 1976
Bro. and Mrs. James Phelps
and daughter, Cindy, Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall, and Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Saturday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
visited Brn. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee Saturday.
Mrs. Terry Sills and Mrs
The new Airless concept in paint spraying brings
Mark Paschall visited Mrs.
you clean efficient painting with less messy drift
Douglas
Vandyke WedIt helps you put the paint where you want it to go
nesday.
less mess less waste and most importantly
Bro. Jerry Lee got a good
less time Just look at these big pluses .
report from his doctor in
• Unbreakable 36 or container
Memphis Wednesday from the
•Sprays paint, enamel, varnish, lacquer or stain
• Viscosity cup helps determine the proper
eye where he had surgery. He
SPECIAL PRICE ONLY
spraying thickness
is being fitted with contacts
• Useful outdoors for insecticides and garden
and can see to read now which
sprays
is wonderful.
• Easy deeming with disposable liners and touchMr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
up tars
• Replaceable pump and nozzle guarantee years
of Paris, Tenn., and Ruben
SPECIAL OFFER!
of service
Fletcher visited R. D. Key
Pay just $3488 plus $2.95 shipping
•One year guarantee on parts and workmanship
Thursday.
and handling and gel a Free Angle
All of this plus the famous Burgess narne. If you
Bro, Warren Sykes visited
Adapter if we receive your order in
have painting to do this summer this is your
the next two weeks. That's a $2 00
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Baucum
chance to save time and money tool Now you
value just for sending your order
Thursday night.
can get the best in the painting business all for
today,
lust $3488 plus $2.95 for shipping and handkng
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
spent Tuesday and Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Key and Thursday with
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
so so soOM IIIN NM MI MN all NM MI ION OM IIIII NM MI ON e
Douglas Vandyke and Mrs.
— so
Ruby Owen visited the R. D.
Please send
I understand that I may examine the merchandise for 15 days If I am
Keys on Saturday.
thoroughly pleased, I will keep it If not. I will return it and request a replaceSEND
PLEASE
TO:
New Deluxe Burgess Airless
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wicker,
mentor full refund Mow 2-3 *reeks delivery time
Paint Sprayer(s) at $34 88
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dale
PLEASE CHECK METHOD OF PAYMENT
G Dan Kreutz Associates
plus $2 95 for shipping and
Amount Enclosed $
0 Money Order
Wicker and son, Mrs. Paul
Check
Suite 222
handling Please add local
kinks checks payable to (1. Den Kraut: Aaiiirelalea
Johnson and children from
7616 LBJ Freeway
sales tax
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Exp Date
BankArnericard No
Dallas, Texas 75251
Charles Paschall, Mrs. Morris
Yes, please send me my
Exp Date
No,
Charge
Master
Li
Jenkins, and Mrs. Bertie
Burgess Airless Paint
special
my
and
Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella
Sprayer
Interbank No
angle adapter I have enMorris and family on Sunday.
Name (Please Print)
closed the newspaper
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke hac
Address
date from my paper as
been sick with a cold.
proof of purchaSe withMrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
Zip Code
State
City
in the two week limit for
and Mrs. Maburn Key Sunday.
SIGNATURE
Wei
the spacial offer
They visited Vergil Paschall
whose other visitors were Mr
and Mrs Hugh Paschall, Mr

erA

e

Pockets
Perfof7TIS
Story Ho

prove:ins
Pockets i
daughter

ittict

Gi

nip*

410

Big job,smalljob...now there's an
easy way to handle your painting chores

JIN
NO

41011111111111111111

with the new
dehixe Airless

Paint sPraYer
from Burgess.

Thin(
red I

Gard
the a
new,
powe
to mi
Aind

88
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Make a Move"
without

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

AND SAVE
DURING THIS
ONCE-A-YEAR EVENT!
FACTORY SAVINGS ON
ALL PRODUCTS SHOWN

Ward & Elkins

kome

altr>

Our Hostess'
Gifts and Information are
the Key to Your
New Community
Mrs. Katlic,* Nouse
now 71.3..)1179

Court Square
753-1713
: 4
4

A

.

. •
'

-1

MCKI
.503 Walaal
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Report

ADMISSIONS
rarner (mother
Benton, Baby
on. (mother
L. 3, Murray,
shion (mother
13, Kirksey,
rimers (mother
W. Main,

Saturday, March MI
Chapter M of PEO will have
its meeting in Mayfield with
Mrs. Edward Niuulelee and
Mrs. James Berhow as
hostesses.

ISSALS
hompson, Rt. 3,
m L. Lyons, 603
, Mrs. Anna M.
Murray, Mrs
ler, Rt. 1, Box
Hughes H. EdMrs. Jewel H
8, Box 1095,
. Barbara E
Ryan, Murray,
. Reed, Rt. 1,
Huntus Nance,
lurray, H. W.
4leadow Lane,
s. Madie A.
, Mrs. Muria P.‘
Terrace Ldg.,-

Lynn Grove-Goshen United
Methodist Church Women will
have its annual observance of
Call to Prayer and Self Denial
at Lynn Grove Church at two
p.m.

Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.

Pockets,the down,is pictured taking a break from her
performances at the Calloway County Public Library
Story Hours. A large number of children attend the
programs presented at both Story Hours Wednesday.
Pockets is in reality Mrs. Peter Sister, mother of two
daughters.

One Day Only

tor Less
two kinds of
chops — arm;
lund bone, and
ortions of thekbone. These;
costly chopsi:,
broiling.

Monday
March 22, 1976

Double Luck

Green Beans

Limit of 2
per customer

xe
wtoil
‘
026

*SERVICE

YOUR

*CLEANLINESS
*QUALITY

Chili supper will be at 5:30
p.m. and variety show at
seven p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School. Events
are sponsored by the PTC.
International Dinner by the
International Students of
Murray State University will
be in the Student Union
Ballroom at 4:30 p.m. Public
is invited and tickets are
adults $3.00, students $2.50 and
children $2.00.
Singing will be at New
Providence Baptist Church at
seven p.m. featuring the
Redemption Aires Quartet of
Weakley County,Tenn.
Chili and sandwich supper
will be held by Temple Hill
Lodge No. 511 OES at the
Masonic Hall with serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. Cost will be
$1.50 per person.
Sunday,March 21
Kirksey United Methodist
Men's Club will have a
breakfast at the church at
seven a.m. with Bob Warren
as speaker.

*SELECTION

'CI'

JIM ADAMS
NORTHSIDE - SOUTHSIDE

United
Independence
Methodist Church will have its
third Sunday fellowship at
seven p.m. with Wayne and
Kathy Perrin as guests.
Monday,March 22
Murray Woman's Club will
hold a general meeting at 9:30
a.m. at the club house with
Mrs. Donald Darrunert, state
president, as speaker.
Reservations for the brunch at
92.50 per plate should be made
with Mrs. Don Brock,753-9656,
by Saturday, March 20.

Dr. Schanbacher Will
Speak, Dexter Meet
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher
Before coming to Murray,
will be the guest speaker at
Dr. Schanbacher, an amateur
the meeting of the Dexter
photographer who travels
Area Senior Citizens to be held
extensively, taught high
Tuesday, March 23, at one school at University
City,Mo.,
p.m. at the Dexter Community and at
Wichita, Kans.
Building. His subject will be
He is a Rotarian and has
The Metric System."
maintained a perfect club
The speaker is an associate attendance,,record since
1962
professor in the Department with exteption of the two
of Industrial Arts Education
years he was in Ethiopia.
at Murray State Universi ,
All Senior Citizens are invited and urged to attend the
meeting. For more information call the office, 7530929.

March 17, 1976
Adults 133
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Frizzell (mother
Kathy), Rt. 9, Benton, Baby
Boy Moore (Mother Peggy),
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Charlotte Watts, Gen.
Del. Big Sandy, Tenn., Jackie
Vaughn, 420 S. 9th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie Barnett,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Evie
Walls, 409 N. 2nd St., Murray,
Miss Bonita Elkins, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Linda Chadwick,
Gen. Del., New Concord, Miss
Denise Eversmeyer, 820 N.
19th St., Murray, Joseph
Miller, E-7 Fox Meadows,
Murray, David Drennon, A-3
Coach Estates, Murray, Keith
Todd, Rt. 1, ICirksey, Bradley

LaLeche League will meet
at the home of Jane Flint, 107
Clark Street, at eight p.m.
Tuesday, March 23
Tau Phi Lambda will meet
at the home of Glenda Smith
with Paula Cook as cohostess.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30a.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m.for Senior Citizens.

Local Chapter of NAACP
will meet at three p.m. at
Ruling Star Lodge Hall,
Walnut Street.

Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Ken-Bar Inn at 10:30 a.m.

Murray Quota Club will
meet at noon at Triangle Inn.

Huddleston, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Debra Darnall,
Fit. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Jeanne
West, 411 N. lath, Murray,
Mrs. Lola McCuiston, 227
Spruce St., Murray, Mrs.
Frances Roberts, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby Eldridge,
Rt. 8, Box 38, Murray, Mrs.
Betty Hahn and Baby Boy, 113
Si 13th St., Murray, Mrs. Eula
Sellars, Rt. I, Benton, Wt.
Tennie Stom, 403 S. 8th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Willie Jones,
Fern Terrace, Murray,
Robert Overcast, Box 46,
Hazel, Mrs. Opal Hutson, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Eula Gilbert,
824 Hurt Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Carrie
McNabb,
Fern
Terrace, Murray, Mrs. Alma
Jackson, Rt. 1, Almo, Milton
Williams (expired), 815 S. 4th
St., Murray.

RESIDENTS OF
MURRAY-CALLOWAY &
SURROUNDING COUNTIES
recommended a

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.

Recitals
by
Janice
Crawford, Tell City, Incl.,
trombone, and Marsha
Rudolph, Paducah, Clarinet,
will be at two p.m. and of
Maria Lassiter, Benton,
piano, will be at 3:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.

To

Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
club house.

Style Show, sponsored by
MSU Home Economics Club,
will be held on second floor,
north side of Applied Science
Building, at four p.m. No
admission and public is invited.

*PRICES

STORE

Sunday, March 21
The local chapter of the
Isaac Walton League will
meet at three p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center. For more
informatton contact Joe
Palermo,Rt. 1, New Concord.

NEWS
HOSPITAL
11
41
Senior Citizens)

(OfIn

The following towel Woes have
funeral plan lot yeti and yaw family:
MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
Murray, Ksetecky
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher
having joined the faculty in
1961.
From 1968 until 1970, he
spent two years in Ethiopia as
a special consultant to the
Ethiopian
Minister
of
Education, and in 1965 was a
summer visiting professor at
Eastern Washington State
College at Cheney, Wash.
A native of Cherokee, Okla.,
he received his undergraduate degree at Northwestern State College at
Alva, Okla., did his master's
degree work at Northern
Colorado University at
Greeley and earned his
doctoral degree at the
University of Missouri.

BLALOCK — COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME
Murray, Wonky

MILLER FUNERAL HOME
Ilazsi, lisatecky

J. H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
Murray, Kentadly

Samuel Keith Kelley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kelley, and
senior at Murray High
School, has successfully
passed the examination for
the Kentucky Pest Control
Operator's License in the
field of Termite Control, according to Coburn H. Gayle,
Director of Division of Pest
& Weed Control of Kentucky
Department
of
Agriculture. He is with
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con
trol,Murra

For Persons Ages 1 to 110
In calls, day is paid Is.. lad protected by Isgai morns.
ow Ins Iowa bill kr yes al
Is is list si !NW be Wm
yaw kaily...nsardits if In 111k la boss pill k
For information moll this coupon to:

Funeral Diredor Beriai Assn.
P.O. Box 405, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Kentucky

Maw
Address,
Maas

workshop perOpera
formances will be at Farrell
Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, March 24
Activities for Senior Citizens
will be at North Second Street
Community Center at one
p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Children's Concert by
Murray State Symphonic
Band, directed by Paul
Shahan, will be at 8:45 and ten
a.m. at Lovett auditorium.
MSC Amateur Radio Club
will meet at Rain Shack at
seven p.m.
Student movies will be
shown at University School
Auditorium at six p.m
Admission is fifty cents for
one or both.

Think Spring. We are ... with some
red hot prices on Case Lawn and
Garden Tractors that may hasten
the spring thaw. They're all brand
new, models in a variety of horsepower classes that are sure
to match your specific need.
And it you buy now you get:

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Stuart
Poston as chairman of the
hostesses. Mrs. B. D. Hall and
Mrs. Howard Koenen are
hostesses for bridge at Q 30
a.m.

COOKING
IS FUN

THE FAMOUS WEED EATER
With tho purchase of any new Cos. .4se
Comport Tractor, sal* pricad from
2995 00 to $2350.00 depending on the
model you choose, you will rocoiy•
modal 500 Wood Eater A regular $89.30
value, the Woad Eator trims, odgas, mows and sweeps with a
flasibl• nylon havoc lima Nods les
the perfect yard core companion for your new cos*
ma mu

Corn

m

t Tractor. OFFER EXPIRES March 31, 1976

15 days It I am

PCP/361

a repiace-

sots assooksama

;

And best leek at tbesa Mak Sprit* prises!
$.d.1 11$
P.4.1 221

$1111.111
$14111.11

Ws a pod time te Set Orevolng with Case.
1-11-12-14-11 bp medals te oboes* ire..

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc
Pona

1

503 Wekud

MEI
753-3062

LUNCHBOX FARE
Ham and Cheese Sandwiches
Beverage
Brownstone Front
FRONT
BROWNSTONE
/
1
2 cup cocoa
% cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
'A cup milk
V4 cup butter or margarine
11
/
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 large egg
1 cup sifted flour
*A teaspoon baking soda
teaspoon salt
In the top of a double boiler
over boiling water, stirring constantly, rook together until
smooth the cocoa, V4 cup of the
sugar and ti cup of the milk
Cream the butter with remaining sugar and the vanilla; beet
in the egg, then the cocoa mixture. Sift together the flour,
baking soda and salt; stir in,
alternately with remaining
milk, just until smooth. Bake in
a buttered 11 by 7 by 11
/
2-inch
baking pea in a preheated 350degree oven wd.11 a cake tester
inserted in center comes out
cisme — 30 to 26 minutes. Turn
out and cool; cover with Butterscotch Frosting. (This oldfashioned cake is adopted front
"Aromas and Flavors" by Alice B. Toklas, Harper., 19811

,
Ile make House Calls
it II
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Is your business ailing? Are you
going around in circles because none
ot the pieces seem to fit? Please let
us help... it's our "Practice"!
A little shot in your ad program is
probably all that is nettled. . We
can tell you where, when and how.
We have the perfect prescription.

.11111.11..

-.---4"••"
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Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: BLINDING AMERICA

!

Is the United States fated to be a blind
giant groping its way through the
dangers of the next decade?
Thoughtful citizens who have
followed the scandalous activities of the
Church and Pike Committees are likely
to reply in the affirmative to that
quest"n — unless Congress and the
publi• sakes to the damage being done
to U. intelligence agencies.
Anyone who wants to understand the
extent of the damage should read Lt.
Gen. Daniel 0. Graham's special report
"U. S. Intelligence At The Crossroads"
published by the authoritative United
States Strategic Institute ( Box 8100,
Boston, Mass. 02114; $1.75). Gen.
Graham, recently director of the
Defense Intelligence Agency, declared
his intention to retire when the
dismissal of Secretary of Defense
:•••
James Schlesinger was announced in
November. For 16 years, Gen. Graham
held a wide variety of positions in the
intelligence field.
In his report, Gen. Graham warns
that "the damage done in the past year •
to U. S. intelligence" is "enormous."
He adds that the "losses have been
severe and will increase."
The general rightly states that "Both
babbling bureaucracy and irresponsible press share the blame for the
hemorrhage of leaks in the public
media." He points out that the country
must make the laws which protect its
intelligence sources enforceable.
"Until this is done," he warns, "the
"e
United States will remain a powerful
giant, gradually going blind for lack of
intelligence information."
In this year of national decisionoar
making, it is imperative to pin-point the
blame for the damage done to U. S.
intelligence — damage which endangers the lives of the American
people.
Gen. Graham doesn't pull any punches. He states that Sen. Frank Church
and Rep. Otis Pike have made pious
speeches about the continuing need of
intelligence, but they seem unable to
mist the urge to defame intelligence
people — and endanger their lives — if
It seems politically acceptable to do
The former director of the DIA notes
that "Church could have published only
the findings without all the masses of
detail containing the names of the men
Involved." Sen. Church's insistence on
publishing names cost the life of a CIA
bureau chief in Greece.
Gen. Graham observes that "For
decades the government has relied for
security of state secrets on a sort of
honor system in the Legislative and
Executive Branches of Government.
Generally, bureaucrats and legislators
kept their mouths shut and newsmen
tended to respect the obligations of the
government spokesmen as well as the
right of the government to have some
state secrets."
But all this has vanished with the rise
of what Gen. Graham calls "the anti-

Food for
Thought
Through the courtesy of a Michigan
journal, the following glossary of administrative terms has been compiled
to aid communication between laymen
and administrative personnel for
today's chuckle:
It's in the process— We forgot about it
until now.
lc We'll look into it—
• forget it, too.

Meanwhile,you

Program— A project requiring more
Than one telephone call.
'Under consideration—We're trying to
locate the correspondence.
Reliable source— The man you just
met.
We're making a survey— We need
more time to think up an answer.
rt. Consultant— Almost any man with a
briefcase more than 50 miles away
from home.

HARRIGAN

establishment syndrome." The
restraints that made the system work
have been shattered. For example,
Daniel Schorr, a reporter for CBS,
recently passed a secret House of
Representatives intelligence report to
the radical Village Voice, though the
House had determined to withhold the
report because of the national secrets it
contained.
These are tragic developments, for a
free society depends on restraint and
respect for considerations of national
security. Without effective restraints
such as Gen. Graham describes, a free
society is helpless in dealing with
totalitarian enemies such as the Soviet
Union and Communist China.
The real need, therefore, is not
complicated
oversight
new
arrangements ,for the intelligence
agencies, though Gen. Graham has
specific recommendations for improvements, but a fresh determination
on the part of the public not to allow
opportunistic politicians to endanger
the American people by crippling the
information-gathering systems of the
CIA, DIA, and National Security
Agency.

Funny
Funny World
ART
The myterious smile of Leonardo da
Vinci's Mona Lisa may have been the
result of congential facial palsy, says a
Danish children's physician. Dr. Finn
Beaker-Christiansen of Copenhagen's
National Hosptial put forward the
theory in an article in a medical
journal. He said the theory is based on a
survey of seven cases of the affliction
which affects the mimic muscles. The
Danish physician said the Mona Lisa's
smile is a movement of only the left
corner of the mouth while the rest
of the face is calm.
Illustrator Oliver Herford was so
determined to seclude himself when he
was working that he would not disclose
the address of his studio to even his
closest friends. Sooner or later,
however, someone would chance upon
It. When that happened,Herford did not
pledge the intruder to secrecy. He
would pack as soon as the other
departed and move to another studio.
(Toledo Blade)
Every museum director is haunted
by those bequests that have slipped
through his fingers, recalls John
Walker,former director of the National
Gallery. "One evening at dinner, I was
seated next to the president of a small
college, who thanked me for all I had
done for his institution. I was puzzled,
as I had only vaguely heard of his
school. He asked me whether I remembered a certain New York banker who
had given the National Gallery a
portrait of George Washington. I did
indeed, and I told him the picture had
been on loan to the White House for
some time. Mr. Truman had asked for
it and I had written the banker to find
out whether he minded if we made the
loan. He had agreed and I had not heard
from him since. 'That,' said my dinner
companion,'is the rason for my thanks.
The banker got in touch with me and
told me he had intended to leave a
bequest to the National Gallery. But
since they were indiotic enogh to lend
his picture to 'that man', he took them
out of his will and gave us the money for
a new art building.'"

Bible Thought
Fret not thyself because of evildoers, neither be thou envious
against the workers of iniquity.
Psalm 37:1.
We ought not to be jealous of
people whose success came dishonestly.

Isn't It The Truth
The direction in which money flows
determines our likes and hates. The
man who brings money is welcome, like
Santa Claus. The man who takes it
away is hated,like the tax collector and
the plumber.

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Lodger
Times is
published every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day, New Yeor
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Pot tope Paid al Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served

R. Gene McCutcheon, editor

by carriers. 52 75 per month,
payable in
advance by moil in Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin, Mayliokf,
Sedalia
and Formington
Ky
end Paris.
Buchanan and Purrs.. Tenn S IS OD
per year by moil to ()Muer &estimations.
130 00 per yr:v.4%1,mb. of Associated Pres., Kentucky Press Association and
Southern
Newspaper Publish., Association

Lduaruds and opuntaated articlasesailigsge are presented for
.r.c purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange est differing
youtins Leiters th the editor is response Ls editorials and
ionaied snick:we encoursetei
fir editors al Mb newspaper strongly believe that to lunit
upiniunated ififildet,10 only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of thia newspaper would be a duservice to our readmit
therefore we urge readers who do riot agree with an editorial stand or
'he ideas presented by an individual writer in a column,I. respond
their feelings on the particular issue being discussed

OPINION PAGE
Page 4— Saturday Afternoon, March 20, 1976

(Opinions expressed in Lha column are those of the venter and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray ledger & Times
Readers who would Iik1,,
,
ipress their opinion on thelmaies discussed in this
column are encouraged to cNtiond with a Letter To The Editor.)

OSHA: The Iron
Hand Of Welfare
country — unannounced and without a
search warrant, conduct his own investigation, decide for himself if the
regulations
have been violated, and
Half a century ago, a noted Supreme
Court Justice — remembered today as levy what he considers an appropriate
an outstanding liberal — warned us that fine. Should the employer choose to
contest the fine through courts, he may
we should be most on our guard
government
the
whenever
seeks to do so, but OSHA has the power to increase the fine if he does.
provide for our welfare. "Men born to
In other words, OSHA — for the first
freedom," he declared, "are naturally
time in the history of Anglo-Saxon jurisalert to repel invasion of their liberties
prudence — combines the offices of
by evil-minded rulers. The greatest
policeman, prosecutor,judge,jury,and
dangers to liberty lurk in insidious
bailiff in the person of a single goverencroachments by men of zeal; wellnment agent. This practice may acmeaning but without understanding."
tually be unconstitutional and is
If that warning ever needed a textcurrently
being challenged before the
book example to prove its validity,
there could be no better choice than the Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, it is costing the taxpayer
present Occupational Safety and Health
millions of dollars to enforce OSHA
Administration.
regulations, and private businesses pay
Created by Congress in 1970 for the
many millions more to comply with
commendable purpose of improving
them. The result: higher taxes, higher
worker safety, OSHA has since
prices for consumers,and only minimal
emerged as a classic case of regulatory
overkill: an expensive and coun- improvement in worker safety.
The crowning irony of this whole
terproductive federal agency whose%
incredible situation is that despite its
chief accomplishment thus far has been
sweeping coercive powers, OSHA has
to menace our national liberty and
failed to discharge its original manprosperity.
date. According to a study just released
No one is opposed to greater job
safety, but it is dubious, to say the least, by the American Enterprise Institute,
the available data reveals that OSHA
that the methods adopted by OSHA
has effectively decreased the accident
constitute the best approach toward
that end. To begin with, the regulations rate for American manufacturing inissued by the agency are masterpieces dustries by less than one per cent.
Think of it A powerful new
of confusion. Not only do they run to
bureaucracy created to guarantee safe
hundreds of pages of fine print, but they
working conditions, the Bill of Rights
are technical to the point of using
trigonometric equations to define side-stepped, millions of dollars spent
"ladder" and "exit." It is, in short, — and practically nothing acscarcely possible for the average complished.
Was OSHA even necessary in the first
understand
to
employer
the
place?
Possibly not. Before OSHA was
regulations, much less comply with
created, private businesses — by no
them.
means unaware that safety is also
Furthermore, OSHA officials are not
profitable — employed 35,000 safety
permitted to advise employers as to the
proper way of meeting the regulations. experts of their own. That figure, inEmployers must guess at their cidently, is five times the number of
inspectors currently employed by
meaning, and woe betide them if they
guess wrong. The enforcement OSHA.
Should the task of improving worker
procedures authorized by Congress are
safety
then be returned to private
more appropriate to a police state than
hands? It is a legitimate question. But
a democracy.
whatever the answer may be, there
Under the law, an OSHA inspector
must be a better alternative to OSHA.
can descend on any business in the
By H.C. Gordon
U.S. Industrial Council

Dear Consumer

Letter to the Editor

Proud Of
Deputies
Dear Editor,
As a tax paying resident of the county
and a subscriber of The Ledger and
Times, I am writing concerning an
article on the front page of the March 11
edition in regard to the robbery of
Cook's Jewelry Store. Have we reached
a level in our society that the robbers
receive more attention and publicity
than the arresting officers? The names
of the armed robbers were listed in this
story, but there was no mention of the
two deputies that risked their lives in a
high speed car chase and confrontation
of deadly weapons in order to make the
arrest.
I for one am proud that we in the
county have two fine deputies as David
Balentine and Gerald Boyd in the
sheriffs department. If this appears in
the paper then at least the residents of
this county will see the devotion of these
peace officers concerning their jobs,
and they will get the recognition they
deserve.
Donald Jones
Route I, Box 4
Ahno, Ky. 42020

Mark Lassiter, Mac Adams, Joe
Geurin, Susan Williams, Paula Cook,
Denecia Nanny, Shelia Roberts,
Carolyn Craig, Danny Lamb, Cindy
Greenfield, Celia Taylor, Bobby Dodd,
and Debbie Galloway, all of Calloway
County High School, participated in the
N.F.L. Invitational Speech and Debate
Tournament held at Lone Oak. Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey is coach.
Deaths reported include Hyman
Tucker, Mrs. Daisy Ellis, R. C. Green,
and Edgar Outland.
Airman Third Class William A.
Barlow has graduated from the
training course for U. S. Air Force
Aircraft mechanics at Sheppard Air
Force Base, Wichita Falls, Texas.
Roman Prydatkevytch will present a
violin recital in the MSU Recital Hall on
March 24. His accompanist will be
Maxine Clark.
Shelby County beat Louisville Male
for the championship of the Kentucky
High School Basketball Tournament.

20 Years Ago
The Kentucky Aberdeen Angus
Breeders Association will have its 19th
annual show and sale at Murray State
College on March 72, according to
Robert Etherton, president.
C. G.(Garvis) Douglas of Paducah
will be the principal speaker at the
Hazel High School Alumni Association
banquet on March 31. He graduated
from Hazel in the class of 1924.
Miss Evelyn Bradley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bradley of Murray
Route Four, is working as assistant
director of the American Red Cross
Center, Chaumont,France.
Alfred and Kenneth Murdock conducted the final program at the Four-H
Tractor Maintenance program held at
Planters Tractor and Equipment
Company.
Rev. John Ryberg of Atlanta, Ga.,
will be speaker at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church on March 21.

30 Years Ago

New 'Guide' rVill Help
U. S. Consumers
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the
President and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
The Federal Government has in
array of agencies and departments that
are available to help you. The question
is how to find and contact the right one?
The answer is probably in the Guide
to Federal Consumer Services—a new
directory that the Office of Consumer
Affairs has published. It lists all the
Federal Government's consumer
programs. The Guide gives a
description of what the agencies and
departments do to help consumers and
directs you where to go and whom to
write or call if you need help with a
particular problem.
The Guide lists 36 departments and
agencies in the Federal Government
that provide some kind of consumer
service:
—If you need more information about

40 Years Ago

10 Years Ago

banking _ and financial practices, the
Guide recommends contacting the
Office of Saver and Consumer Affairs,
Federal Reserve System, Washington,
D.C. 20551.
—For help with mortgages, the Guide
lists the Office of Housing and Urban
Affairs, Federal Home Loan Bank
Board,as a place to start.
—If you have housing problems or
just need more information, the Guide
suggests contacting the Special
Assistant to the Secretary, Housing and
Urban Development Department,
Washington, D.C. 20410,for help.
—To answer questions about your
Social Security benefits, first call your
local Social Security office, listed in
your local telephone book. Then, if you
still have problems, you can contact the
Division of Public Inquiries, Social
Security Administration, 6101 Security
Blvd., Baltimore, Md.21235.
For a complete listing of all the
Federal agencies that exist to help you,
you may want your own copy of the
Guide. It is available free by writing to
Guide, Consumer Information Center,
Pueblo,Colo. 81009.

Murray is expecting all of Calloway
County Monday, the first Fourth
Monday in March Trade Day since
before Pearl Harbor, according to
George Hart, mayor.
The City Council of Murray at its
regular session discussed the matter of
re-zoning the city for industrial,
business,and residential purposes.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Joel Carter, age 75, Mrs. Emma
Lee Newton, age 63, Judy Farris, infant, J. K. Matheny, Jr., age 57, W. E.
• Billy) Marberry, age 72, A. P.(Pete)
Laycoct, age 54, George Wynn, age 52,
Moses Rolfe, age 67, and Mrs. Flora
Bogard.
Dr. Ella Weihing was elected
president of the Murray. Woman's Club
to succeed Mrs. Garnett Jones.
Marriages reported include Bobbie
McCuiston to 0. B. Cook on March 14,
and Jane Orr to Merle T. Basden on
March 17.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Steele on March If,a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Windsor on March
19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Thurman on March 16.
The fifth supplement of Heroes of
World War II of Calloway County is
published with The Ledger dz Times this
week.

Orders have been received from
Washington to abandon the Murray
CCC Camp here by April 1.
The season's tobacco average for the
Murray Market was reported at $6.88
for 2,293,190 pounds which sold for a
total of $157,699.75.
A new church building has been
started by the Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Deaths reported this week include
John G. Lovett, Mrs. Tula Rogers, age
29, Obe Schroader, age 65, Mrs. Lula
Davidson Morrison, Odie Hughes, age
59, Paris Diuguid, age 73, Mrs. Mary
Hutchens, age 72, William C. Robbins,
age 77, W. P. Carter, age 82, and John
Edward Wood,age 19.
Coach Bearl Darnell and his Kirksey
High School Eagles will play today in
the Kentucky Basketball Tournament
at Lexington. Team members are
McCuiston, Washer, Copeland, Pierce,
Wilson, Dixon, Billington, Rogers, and
Brewers.
R. E. Broach, business manager of
Murray State College, has announced
that work will be resumed on Olive
Boulevard in the near future. This is a
WPA project.
Officers of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau are Rupert Hendon, B.
W. Edmonds,and A.0.Paschall.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 20, the 80th
day of 1976. There are 2136 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, Yugoslavia
agreed to peace terms with Germany in
World War II.
On this date —
In 1602, the Dutch East India Company wasformed.
In 1828, the Norwegian dramatist and
poet Henrik Ibsen was born.
In 1852, Harriet Beecher Stowe's
influential novel about slavery, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," was published.
In 1942, General Douglas MacArthur
made his famous pledge: "I shall
return." He had fled from the Philippines to Australia as the islands were
invaded by Japan.
In 1963, a jetliner owned by King Saud
of Saudi Arabia crashed in Italy, killing
18 persons. The king was not aboard.
In 1967, former U.S. Vice President
Richard Nixon was making a private
visit to Moscow.
Ten years ago: The top prize of international soccer, the gold World
Soccer Cup, was stolen from a display
case in London.
Five years ago: U.S. bombers were in
action in southern Laos to support a
South Vietnamese invasion force trying
to cut enemy supply lines from North
Vietnam.

spoken to gently while the
medicine is given.
The entire procedure should
take but a few minutes. After it
is over, the child should be
rewarded with compliments and
affection.
Q: Mr A.R. asks whether
multiple myeloma is a form of
cancer
A: Multiple myelorna is a
cancer or a malignancy al one
variety (plasma cells/ of white
blood corpuscles which arise in
the bone marrow Bone pain. loss
of csikium from the bones in
'waived, multiple areas, and
fractures often take place While
the outlook is generally unfavorable, certain drugs(1),toxan and Melphalani may delay
the progress of the disease and
bring about long periods of
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Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, after the British
evacuation of Boston, General George
Washington moved three of his
regiments into the city to protect it and
to guard the military stores abandoned
by the British.

By P.J.L Blasingame, M.D

-

Nov
/Ufa

One year ago: The South Vietnamese
government was evacuating Hue and
other important areas in the northern
part of the country as the Communists
made rapid advances.
Today's birthday: Actor Michael
Redgrave is 68 years old.
Thought for today: Prejudice is the
child of ignorance — William Hazlitt,
English essayist, 1778-1830.

The Uncooperative Child
between your legs with his head
between your upper thighs The
child's arms are held down
under your kiwer limbs with
rxr feet crossed loosely over the
child's legs
While the child can make
some movements, his upturned
face allows you to open his eyelid
with one hand and drop the
medicine safely into his eye with
the other Nosedrops or eardrops
may he irtstilled in a like manner.
Such a procedure is less dis
tressing than wrapping a wiggly
child in a Phirf4 to restrain him
before treatment.
By carefully handling the
child and not restratrung him tni)
snugly. he should not be made
excessively herftd of the treat
particulatly if he is
reassured ahead of nine and
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Let's Stay Well

Suppose you're alone with
your snail child. He isn't well
and needs to have his medicine
put in his eyes, ears, or nose.
You may be tempted to forego
the prescribed treatment
because of your frustration and
the anticipated struggle associated with giving the medicine.
In a recent issue of the Journal
of Pediatric Ophthalmology,
Philip Diorio, M.D.. and Ballard
Ober, M.D., of the Los Angeles
County — University of Southern
California Medical Center, describe a technique that is effective and fairly simple It allows
one person to he able to carry
out treatment on a vigorous uncooperative youngster
The procedure has the advantage of freeing both hands mapply the medicine.
With the medication close by,
the child is placed on his hack
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Q: Mrs. GS, wants to know
whether measles vaccine gives
lasting protection for the remainder of one's life.
A: It is too early after the original introduction of measles vaccine to be certain about how king
the protection lasts. Recent
studies were made on approximately 300 children who were
vaccinated eight years ago with
the live measles vaccine. The
results reported in the Journal
of the Arnencan Medical Association. showed that immunity
levels had fallen dramatically.
Additional studies will be isquired to see whether bonder
shots of the vaccine should be
routinely reconunended, They
have generally been thought unnecemary.
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Serves
On Panel For
National Group

Shinners

E. M. Shinners, Vice
President and
General
Manager of Vanderbilt
Chemical - Murray Division
has recently returned from
Los Angeles, California
where, at the invitation of the
National Science Foundation,
he served on a panel
reviewing and evaluating
projects submitted to the
National Science Foundation
by Colleges and Universities
under the Comprehensive
Assistance to Undergraduate
Science Education Program.
The panel meetings took
place at the Biltmore Hotel
and extended over a three day
period from March 10th
through March 12th.
The CAUSE program's goal
is the improvement in the
quality and effectiveness of
science
undergraduate
education in institutions of
er education.
hifrh:
Vanderbilt Manager
was one of 21 industry
representatives from around
the country invited to participate in the evaluation
program.

Regular Services
Senate Passes Stringent Planned
Sunday
Measure On Mine Safety At Sinking Spring
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Senate has
passed a stringent mine safety
bill designed to protect miners
from disasters similar to last
week's mine explosions in
Oven Fork that killed 26 men.
All of Kentucky's underground mines would be
classified as "gassy," under
the bill approved Thursday,
meaning methane gas can be
found inside the mine,
There are about 30 mines in
Kentucky below the water
table that are especially
susceptible to methane gis
buildups, according to State
Sen. Bert Ed Pollitte, DHarlan. The deadly gas has no
odor, cannot be seen, and can
explode under some circumstances v..tien mixed with
oxygen.
Methane was blamed as the
cause of both explosions at the
Scotia Coal Co.'s Black
Mountain Mine in Oven Fork
last week.
Pollitte said most of the
victims killed in the twin
disasters were residents of his
district.
His amendment to the mine
safety bill passed-earlier by
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the House would require that
inspections be made more
frequently in all mines
susceptible to buildups of
methane gas.
The bill now goes back to the
House for concurrence in the
Senate amclendment.
Pollitte said he wanted his
amendment, backed by Gov.
Julian Carroll, to require that
all gassy mines be checked on
a daily basis for methane gas.
But he said there simply are
not enough mine inspectors in
Kentucky to do that.
The proposed state law
would require inspections "as
often as practical whenever
any danger to workmen is
indicated by a previous inspection."
The measure would require
that all gassy mines be
inspected by two inspectors
whenever danger is suspecled.
"The inspectors shall locate
themselves in different seclions of the mine in order to
determine the effectiveness
and reliability of the yen.ilation system," Pollitte said,
reading the amendment.
Pollitte said that it was
possible that only one inspector would fail lo detect a
methane buildup. But, he said,
it would be unlikely that two
men in different areas would
not find a methane buildup if
one existed.
In August of 1914 in World
War I, Allied and German pilots and observers started
shooting at each other with pistols and rifles with negligible
results.

In

Regular services will be
held at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church on Sunday, March 21,
at eleven a. m. and 6:45 p. m.
with Bro. Lawson Williamson,
pastor,as the speaker.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing a
special,"Wings of Prayer."
Jim Neale, serving as
deacon of the week, will read
the scripture and lead in
prayer during the morning
service.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p. m. for practice and
will sing in the evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training at
slap. m.
Nursery workers will be
Kay Vasseur, Mrs. Arie
Wilkerson, Mrs. Kathleen
Paschall, Mrs. Mildred
Crawford, Mrs. Leta Rutland,
and Mrs. Kathryn Starks.

Central Shopping Cntr.

LOW PRICES ARE
-1NG
UP EVERYWHERE

Revival Services
To Be, Oak Grove
Revival services at the Oak
GrOve Baptist Church will be
held starting Monday, March
22, and continuing through
Saturday, March 27.
Rev. Jerry Lee, pastor of
the West Fork Baptist Church,
will be the evangelist for the
services to be held at 7:30 each
evening.
The church pastor, Rev.
Otis Jones, urges the public to
attend.

Sleeping Bags
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Now when the Birds Hy South They Can
Afford More Fine Feathers
Cross Creek's line of luxury knit sports shirts
has everything the high-priced shirts have.
Everything except the high price. Which means
the sun-seeker with fine shirts on his mind can
afford to put more in his suitcase.

Flying South?

ROSES LOW

ROSES LOW PRICE

24 lack

Grill

PRICE

REG.
9.27

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Your Individual Horoscope

ess
arch 20, the 80th
286 days left in

10 Lb. Beg

Crestline

Drake

FOR MONDAY, MARCH 22, 1176
Look in the section in which
VIRGO
your birthday comes and find
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
what your outlook is, according
Don't be coerced into
to the stars.
anything that seems at all
inappropriate, but do listen to
ARIES
all sides of a reasonable
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
discussion. A good day for
You may face some unexmaking long-range plans.
pected opposition, but keep
near
temper even. Congeniality and
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 73)
a philosophical outlook will
run into some opmay
You
keep things going smoothly.
position, but don't counGains possible.
terattack. Remain calm, talk
TAURUS
things over quietly, reasonably
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
and fairly, and you can put over
Whatever your plans, take
many a good point.
and
trends
account
new
into
SCORPIO
ideas, changing maneuvers
which could affect your en- (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
You may have some "extras"
deavors and strategy. This will
to handle, but adapting yourself
be important to outcomes.
to circumstances could enable
GEMINI
you to profit in a most heartJune
21)
(May 72 to
warming way.
Curb anan impulse to undertake
SAGITTARIUS
enterprises you would not or- (Nov, 23 to Dec. 21)
dinarily consider. Stellar inCarry on with matters
fluences suggest that you stick
already "in the works" and
to routine, avoid recklessness of
don't delay your progress by
any sort
going off on tangents. You may
CANCER
have a tendency toward re.tto
July
2:3)
(June22
lessness now, but try to curb it.
Avoid any urge to take foolish
CAPRICORN
chances, but do not be so
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
hesitant about the "different"
Some complexities indicated
that you lose a golden opin areas where you expected
portunity. Foresight needed.
clarity. Study matters further,
LEO
take all steps to avoid needless
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
errors.
A day in which to make new
AQUARIUS
starts — in new directions; to
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
lead rather than follow. Stellar
Look deeply into all
Influences favor all pioneering
situations.Surface appearances
efforts.
could be misleading. One more
admonition: Do not make
commitments which you may
find it difficult to fulfill
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
A friendly day on the whole,
but you will have to watch for
little missteps, hidden pitfalls.
Your intuition and good
judgment will be a big help

Aluminum

Lawn
Chairs

Men's
Novelty

Tee-Shirts

&sot for Me or

Ileckyeni Use

REG. 2.99

Cd

Children* Mini

Golf Set
Wear sr Oirtikier
4
WSES
Low 19

1 99

ACI

44-tz

Bath vs. shower? A
tub bath uses about
twice as much water
as a shower, and at
twice the costi So,
shower...and SAVE!

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely energetic person.
have a lively imagination and
are always ready for action
You are keen of perception, a
born organizer and have a good
business head. You are also
interested in the arts, but may
eschew them as a career In
favor of more profitable
avenues to success. However,
you could and in painting or
inualc„, especially, an excellent
outlet for your emotions and
emu eaeiripaL Traits to curb
irapetvosity, overaggressiveness. Ettrthdate : Antony
Van Dyck, Flemish painter

MISS YOUlt PAPS?

753-5312
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Ladies'
Genuine Leather

Shoes
ROSES LOW PRICE

Ladies'

Shorts
Bey New
For Those
Sommer Days
Ahead!
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Midriff
Halter Tops
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Lost Weeks Winner
Flossie Snow

Senior Citizen's Night
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WARD & ELKINS

"Guns"
New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson

'
1
"

We'll Trade For Any Gun
753-5693

Homo Of lig 941den Skew

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Conner, Omer
"ts Ent Hoy 94

OPEN ALL WINTER
for your bait needs
Winter Fishing is Great!
n n-fin db rause 00055 0 SWill dl.
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Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
*Sales
*Parts
*Service
*Tune-up

:

Murray, Ky.

* Bay. 911
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op ti on

Lindsey's
Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114$. Stli

7n-1W

Norm,11.
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Ike Sore lor

Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Chow Si

Mos 753 Z511
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the aut iif
01 1.04)(04 1.11RI.: ix a tieekl% ahann dedicated 1., the hunters.fishermen and miters who enjoy- the rewards of

engine should the operator be
thrown from the boat.
With no one at the controls,
any outboard powered boat will run in tight circles,
sometimes striking those who
have been thrown overboard.
Thus the addition of a kill
switch could turn a possibly
fatal accident into merely a
good dunking.
And speaking of dunkings, a
personal flotation device (or
PFD )—that's the official term
for a life preserver these
days—won't do much good if
it's in the boat and you're in
the water.
Wearing the PFD is particularly important in the
early spring before the water
warms up. In 50 degree water,
even the strongest swimmer
cannot last for more than a
few minutes before the effects
of the cold water start
weakening him. And the
added bulk of cool-weather
garments presents another
handicap to the person thrown
overboard. Of course, children
and non-swimmers should
wear a PFD at all times. The
law requires one coast guardapproved PFD for each
person on board. For motor
boats 16 feet long or longer the
PFD must be the wearable
type and boats of this size
must also carry one throwable
PFD.
Another thing to watch,
particularly on the larger
lakes, is the weather. High
winds and waves can be a
problem on any body of water,
but the hazards are particularly acute on the
"flatland" lakes in western
Kentucky. Fishermen, particularly those in smaller
boats, also need to watch out
for commercial and pleasure
boat traffic on the large lakes.
Remember too that there
aren't many people on the
lakes early in the spring, and
help may not be as available
as during the more crowded
summer months. So it's a good
idea to tell a family member
or the dock operator the
general area where you'll be
fishing and the time you expect to return. This could
prevent a chilly night on the
water in case of motor failure
or other trouble.
And there's one other safety
device which belongs on every
fishing trip-just good ol'
fashioned common sense.
Wayne Darnell of Darnell Marine tried his luck out this Know your own capabilities
week on crappie and came in with a boat load. Wayne and those of your equipment,
limited out on crappie with several being in the slab size don't take unnecessary risks,
and think safety.
range. He was fishing in the Blood River area.
boat, Shoulders says, causes
loss of freeboard and erratic
handling, greatly increasing
the possibility of accidents.
Pedestal seats are comfortable and convenient for
fishing, but both dangerous
and illegal for running at
speed. According to state law,
boat passengers must be
seated at or below the level of
the gunwale while the boat is
underway. This prohibition
includes not only using
pedestal seats, but also sitting
on the gunwale, transom, the
back of a regular seat, or in
any other dangerous position.
Stick steering is inherently
more dangerous than a
steering wheel, Shoulders
says, since the boat operator,
if he should lose his balance,
will instinctively try to regain
it by pulling on the steering
control, possibly throwing the
boat into a sharp turn and
catapulting the operator into
the water. , Although stick
steering is not illegal ( unless
used in conjunction with a seat
which extends beyond the
gunwale of the boat),
Shoulders feels that a wheel
gives the operator much
better control of the boat.
A "kill switch" although not
required by law, is a
recommended safety device
on all boats, Shoulders says.
This device, which plugs into
the ignition system of the boat,
will immediately shut off the

Local Man Attends 'Vamping in the
Spirit or76" Convention

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing. Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fiskip Licenses
as Imo Is on

Tennis Department

Don Burchfield has returned
from the National Convention
of the American Camping
Association, "Camping in the
Spirit of 76," held last week in
Philadelphia.
Burchfield
represented Land Between
The Lakes Group Camps of
which he is director.
The
ACA
Convention
brought
together
in
Philadelphia more than 2,000
camp directors and staff

members representing over
3,000 agency, church and
private-independent camps in
the United States.
The Convention keynoter
was Nido Qubein, Editor-inChief of ADVENTURES
WITH YOUTH magazine and
recent recipient of the Outstanding Young Man of
America award.
Other featured speakers

were Judge Lisa A. Richette,
author of The Throwaway
Children, and Henry W. Taft,
President of Outward Bound,
Inc.
Mr. Burchfield also participated in special workshops
designed to keep the camping
profession up to date, and
visited over 100 professional
exhibits displaying the latest
in supplies and services for
organized camping.

Don McClure
Scores High
At OMC
School

arrOMMONOMMIIII.

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
-4•! &SP:
Coldwater Rd
753-6448
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Modem Fishing Boats Far Cry
from Earlier Models

Not too many years ago, the
typical fishing boat was a
simple affair, powered by a
small outboard and capable of
only fairly slow speeds. But
today, more and more
fishermen are going to larger,
faster boats with high horsepower motors, pedestal
seats and other features which
make fishing more enjoyable
and efficient.
But these modern fishing
boats can also be more
dangerous. It's not that the
rigs themselves are unsafe,
but rather that the increased
speed and power increases the
potential for an accident if the
boat is misused.
So with some fine spring
fishing just around the corner,
now would be a good time to
review some of the principles
of safe boating. After all, you
don't want to drown yourself
and miss the crappie runs.
First, don't get carried
away by the current trend
toward more and more power.
If you must hang 200 horses
over the transom, make sure
that the boat is designed to
handle that size motor. The
safest practice, according to
Doug Shoulders, Director of
the Water Enforcement
Division of the Kentucky
Department
of
Transportation,is to follow the boat
manufacturer's recommendations for maximum
motor size. An overpowered

Mr. and Mrs. Don McClure
and son Jeff recently returned
from an extended trip in the
Miami, Florida area where
Don attended a 2 week school
sponsored by Outdoor Marine
Corporation Stern Drive
Division. Records show Don
attained the very highest
score possible to achieve
under OMC's grading system.
OMC's skilled technicians
conduct
these
schools
periodically for their interested dealers across the
nation insuring the most up to
date service possible for their
customers

"HAI

Wildlife Week 1976
A mallard hen and her young glide across a marshy area, symbols of what conservation is all about. The trusting little convoy, photographed by David G. Allen,
shows what kinds of animals we aid when we "Save Our Wetlands." That is the slogan
of the National Wildlife Federation's 39th annual National Wildlife Week,March 14-20,
1976.

"Save Our Wetlands" Theme Announced
For 1976 Notional Wildlife Week
Observed March 14-20
'Save Our Wetlands" will be the theme for the 39th annual National Wildlife Week.
More than 10 million students,teachers,and members of state and local conservation groups
are expected to take part in the week-long nationwide observance from March 14 through 20,
according to Thomas L. Kimball, executive vice president of the National Wildlife Federation,
the 3.5-million-member conservation education organization that sponsors the event each year
with its state affiliates.
"Wetlands are a priceless and irreplaceable part of our national heritage," said Kimball.
"They are important not only to wildlife but to man. They support a vast range of plants and
wildlife, they aid in the natural purification of our water supplies, they provide unique scenic
and recreational areas,and a good part of our food supply."
"The problem with our wetlands," Kimball continued,"is that some developers regard them
as wastelands, to be drained or filled, and 'improved' with buildings. We have bulldozed them
and scarred them with draining ditches until wetlands cover just a fraction of the area they once occupied."
There are about 20 varieties of wetlands,including marshes,swamps,river deltas, estuaries,
prairie potholes, lakes, streams, river bottomlands and farm ponds, Kimball pointed out.
Nearly every part of the country has wetlands of one kind or another.
Although the definition of wetlands has varied over the years,the U.S. Soil Conservation Service once estimated the original, natural wetlands of the 48 mainland states at 127 million
acres. Another federal agency,the Fish and Wildlife Service, estimated in 1956 that at least 45
million, or more than 35 per cent, of these acres had been drained, filled or otherwise
destroyed.
Pending another land "inventory," there are no precise figures on what has happened to the
remaining 82 million acres. But it seems safe to assume after 23 more years of intensive
development, particularly in coastal areas, that more than half of the original wetland area
has been lost forever.
One state, California, has already lost two-thirds of its marshalnd, according to an Environmental Protection Agency estimate, and another, Louisiana,is losing 16.5 square miles of
marshalnd per year.
"The steady loss of wetlands habitat has been a major factor in lengthening our lists of
threatened and endangered species," said Kimball. "We must preserve what is left and
manage these precious areas in a responsible way. Everyone has a stake in saving our wetlands and that is why we chose this year's theme."
On the positive side, Kimball noted that about n million acres of wetlands are now being
preserved by the federal and state governments and private organizations. "We are making
some headway," he observed,"but much more needs to be done."
Bing Crosby is the honorary chairman of the 1976 observance. Mr. Crosby, who was also
chairman in 1960, has had a long-time interest in waterfowl, which must have wetlands to survive. Crosby emphasized that this year's Wildlife Week is one in which many people can
become involved. "Nearly every locality has some type of wetland nearby," he said. "Each of
us can take stock of the wetlands around our communities and learn whether they are being
protected or in danger of being destroyed. If they are threatened, we should find out how we
can help save them."
The 1976 campaign to save wetlands is an encore of an earlier observance, for in 1955, the
poster theme was "Save America's Wetlands." Twenty years later, conservationists are still
struggling to save these priceless natural areas.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt proclaimed the first National Wildlife Week in 1938, also
sponsored by the National Wildlife Federation. The first observance emphasized the need to
preserve wildlife habitat, the key to wildlife survival.
National Wildlife Week since 1938 has focused on a variety of themes. In 1954, the call was for
"Clean Water for All Americans." The 1952, 1953, 1956 and 1974 observances spoke for protection of endangered wildlife. In 1962, the theme was "Waterfowl for the Future." Preservation
of wildlife habitat was the theme in 1975.
A hen mallard and her young are the stars of this year's Wildlife Week poster. The family
group, gliding along in typical wetland habitat, symbolizes what we save when we "Save Our
Wetlands."
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Area bass and crappie fishing guide, John T.(Tommy)
Phillips caught this nice stringer of crappie along with a
sauger down in the Blood River area last Wednesday.
Phillips says he feels crappie fishing will be better in
Kentucky Lake this year than last. Phillips' son, Johnny
Mac,looks on.
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'Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our Business"

hJTSON Chemical Co.
It
Inc.
"HARD TIMES"
The name, "Hard Times,"
was selected for the latest
shoot held by the Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society. It is my
opinion that none of us really
knew what "Hard Times"
really were, until we had been
through the wicked little
course that the shoot committee had laid out through
he back 40 at the new Murray-

Our shoot committee picked
;he meanest, roughest quarter
mile of shooting ground that
they could find within the
confines of the new park. They
found gullies, brush piles and
that
shooting
positions
required the shooter to be
half mountain goat, to keep his
feet, and half wildcat, to be
mean enough to shoot the
required three rounds to
qualify for a trophy.

would have been in a true
hunting situation. Let us say
that it is difficult enough to
shoot a course like this without
thinking about going back and
climbing those three tree
stands for the third time.
We wanted it to be real. It
was real. The only thing that
didn't happen was none of the
targets ran away. At times it
would not have surprised me if
the target I was drawing on
had taken off on me! We
wanted it to be real and it was
real.

rfilizer

fingers of fatigue tighten
around his body. Pride pushes
him on to the next target.
Determination draws arrow
after arrow as the day winds
down, until the last shaft has
flown and it is over.
Yes, you must shoot a
tournament by yourself,
because only you can shoot
your arrows. But, when you
shoot a tournament like "Hard
Times" with your bowhunting
brothers you're not alone. .
Everyone seemed to be
looking out for the other

Is there something wrong with this picture( Paul Myhal
is obviously pretty deep in thought as he prepares to
shoot at one of the targets at the ABS "Hard Times"
shoot held last weekend. Right-on Paul!

Hold on Don: Don Hayes, one of the youngest of the
Jenny Ridge bunch, is wor'cing to set up one of the treestands used in the club's shoot last week.
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A study of concentration: Mike Wright, of the jenny
Ridge Bowhunters Society, puts all his effort into concentrating on one of the tree-stand targets during the
"Hard Times" shoot held last weekend in the city park
Park
County
Calloway
complex.
When the plans for the
"Hard Times" shoot were
being drawn up, the membership decided that the
conditions under which it was
to be shot would be as close to
hunting conditions as we could
make them. I am here to tell
you that the letter of the law
was upheld!

There were ten targets
spread out over the course;
deer, turkeys, rabbits and
squirrels. Although they were
only cardboard replicas, the
individual placement of each
target made them as difficult
to shoot as real game animals.
Three of the targets on the
course were shot from tree
stand positions, just as they
_

Jim McKay is an announcer
for ABC's Wide World of
Sports. Mr. McKay has built a
reputation as a fine announcer
because he does features like
his recent Olympic piece on
down-hill racers. He used a
line frequently in that piece
that sticks with me. McKay
said, "you run the down-hill
and you must run it by
yourself."
When a bowhunter, or other
archer, shoots a tournament,
he is like the down-hill racer,
in that, he must shoot it by
himself.
The - first arrows come
easi
-cause strength is at a
peal. . the day wears on,the
shootef begins to feel the

shooters on his round. Words
of praise and support passed
back and forth as the groups
moved down the course. Many
times rival bowhunters talked
the opposition through difficult shots. I think this is
called true "brotherhood" in
some circles.
"Hard Times" was a people
watchers paradise. From the
work crew that came out at
eight o'clock in the morning,
to the last target that was
dragged out of the woods at
seven o'clock that night, there
were people doing things and
really getting into what they
were doing. That makes a neat
afternoon for a confirmed
people-watcher.

We never were able to get
;he winners together for a
photo because all of them
were busy working on the
clean-up crew at the end of .he
shoot. That goes a long way
toward telling you what kind
of a crew the Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society is.
Some of the "winners"
received trophies for their
scores, but everyone that shot
;he course and all those that
worked to put it on sere
"winners" in more ways than
one.
Any club is only as good as
the members that make it up.
We are lucky to have a
membership that is willing to
work to make the club better.

By Ken Dean
line to which you now slide the
small cork up to the desired
depth for fishing. This cork
may be moved up or down
easily until you find the best
depth to catch fish.
Next slide the large slip cork
up on the line. With pliers,
carefully squeeze a long 'is
ounce sinker onto the line
about six inches from the end.
Finally, tie a two or threeought crappie hook to the end
of the line and your slip cork
rig is ready for action.

With s

Last week's tournament was
just one example of what
people can do if they set their
minds to a project and see it
through to the end.
With this as a start we can
only move on to bigger and
better things itt the near
future.
If you shot in -Hard Times"
you had to do it by yourself.
You dice your own arrows
and you walked on your own
two feel. But, you went
through with your brothers
and shared fellowship that
only a few people savor in a
lifetime.
and

Good Luck
bowhunting!

good

EAST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY
PLANS LAB
pollution and other studies.
Before this lab can become
a reality a fence must be built
on one side of the lab and it
will cost $1,065.92!
Here is an excellent opportunity for area sportsmea's clubs to put a few
green dollars into a project
that will help the younger
generation to better understand their environment so
that they can be counted on to
preserve it for those yet to
come.
Donations will be accepted
by Mrs. Pat Sieber, chairperson of the finance committee for the lab facility.
With a little help from our
friends, we can all take an
active part in what happens
tomorrow.
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Depicted here is the slip cork rig used for crappie
fishing in the twin Lakes. It may be fished at varying depths in brush,tree tops.stick-ups, or on the ledges.
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FoodOkul
Open 7 Days A Week
8 o. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Phone 7534322

Hwy.641 So.

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair

Astro Car Wash
Wash '1 00 Hot Wax
With Fill-up
Free Vacuum
with Purchase
/*wen Ky.

11010w:hetet

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
Al woreirediss sold st dim* Mon

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Booting Accessories
J
suns X Ammo
,ift
Hwf. 641 Soot's Ph... 753-9491

Mike Sykes proudly shows a 5% pound bass which he
caught on a white Bomber lure.

Much more than a Milli pickupi
Meet the all-new mid-sized pickup!

Photo by Murray Sait

are now being
Ve are making

Storey's

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

kelp fiwo wr Abed:

Calloway
East
The
Environmental Education
Committee is in the process of
putting together an outdoor
environmental education
laborator) on the school
property at East Calloway
Elementar School.
East's outdoor laboratory
will be used as a setting for
mazy different experiences
that will relate the child's
(*woes of study to his environment. It is the hope of the
committee that each child will
become more aware of
himself and his environment
and that through these ac*Mies Ids subject matter will
have more meaning.
Several different stations
are planned for the lab including a weather station,
green house, tree study,

fisherman's
Corner
One of the most effective
ways to fish for crappie is with
a slip cork rig. It is an
ingenious set-up which can be
tied onto a cane pole. All that
is needed is a slip cork,a large
lead sinker, a crappie hook,
and a small cork. This rig can
be used for fishing brush,
treetops, stick-ups, or even
ledges.
First, tie the line to your
pole about half-way down and
wrap it out to the end of the
pole and tie it securely. Leave
about twelve to fifteen feet of

753-1933

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Last week end Walter
Wright from Madisonville
gave me a good lesson on how
to fish the ledges with a slip
cork rig. I was fishing with the
double hook crappie rig while
running the trolling motor,
reading the depth finder, and
moving along a good ledge up
on Demumbers Bay near
Barkley Dam. Walter asked
me how deep the ledge was
beneath the boat. I told him
that it dropped from 12 to 18
feet, so he slid the small cork
up his line to about eleven feet.
He baited the single crappie
hook with a lively shiner. Then
he dropped his line into the
water and it slid down until the
small cork rested atop the big
slip-cork.
Soon that big shiny yellow
cork disappeared, and Walter
was wrestling with a big slab
crappie which he promptly
boated. He continued to fish in
this manner using two poles
rigged with slip-corks, and he
caught as many fish as I did
while fishing with two double
hook rigs, but he go hung IT a
lot leas.

So, I'm going to try my luck
fishing out on the ledges with a
slip cork rig.
+++
Come on out to the Crappie
Seminar today at Murray Bait
on Highway 94 East. It will
begin around one o'clock and
is free to all interested crappie
fishermen. I'll be there along
with several other local
fishing enthusiasts who will
help conduct the special topic
sessions relating to almost all
aspects of crappie fishing in
the twin lakes. Ladies are also
invited to attend this very
Informative seminar
+++
Blood River ts still
producing some fine catches
of crappie. Local fishermen
have taken some near limit
catches from the ledges there.
Let's keep our fingers crowed
that old Bloody will again
become a crappie,bonanza as
it was in the past Also,
Barkley Lake is still
producing some fabulous
catches of crappie.
Good luck and good fishing,

SCOUT
TERRA
min Sill Pk huP

Bruce and Judy Walker, Chadic and Kathy Mckkiney
with a catch of crappie taken from the ledges in Donaldson Creek on Barkley Lake.
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Murray State Drops Pair Of
Games, Season Record At 1-2

I
•
gm/

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

beams the first Murray flute player
RRST HOMER— First basemen Dee Walker of the 'kegs
is the mew* hubs of Ftiday's lest
shot
sole
e
with
amusected
to hit a hooter this sasses as he
. pante, a 4-3 loss to Southwest Missouri.
Marl Maass ipy like Inimisa)

It took just one day for the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
to accomplish something it
took them nearly three weeks
to do last season.
Last year, Murray raced off
to a 29-1 start in posting a 40-9
season and winning 22 consecutive games at one Lime. It
seemed, for a while, the
'Breds might never lose.
But Friday afternoon,
Murray did something very
unusual. The Thoroughbreds
lost two games in one day and

the seventh and went up 4-2.
up I-0.
The first two men down in the
Iowa State tied the game in
Murray half of the final inning
the top of the second then
were retired then Walker
scored a run in the third to go
stepped into one to become the
ahead.
first 'Bred to hit a homer this
Going into the bottom of the
season. But the next man was
seventh, the 'Breds trailed 7-5.
retired and that was it.
Freshman third baseman
Through their first three
Clint Courtney led off with a
the 'Breds have had
games,
single but was forced at
hits in 100 limes at bat
26
just
second by Stan G-eisler.
for a .260 average. Last year,
Geisler reached second on a
as a team, Murray State hit
throwing error and scored
.332 to lead the nation.
when David Hughes singled.
At 1 p.m. today, freshman
The tying run crossed on ari southpaw Andy Rice of
a
on
error by the shortstop
Evansville will get the mound
grounder hit by John
for the 'Breds
assignment
Siemanowski.
Missouri.
Southwest
against
Neither team threatened in
the second game,
In
the
in
then
the eighth and
sophomore righthander Scott
ninth, a homerun over the left
Durham of Mount Vernon,
field fence gave Iowa State the Ind., will be hurling for
victory.
Murray.
Walker, Courtney and
Aryl Game
Geisler all had two hits apiece
State.
Murray
for
op r 12
4 1 1
In the nightcap, Dick Higbee-et
in with a 67, matching the best
5 1 1
Allegretti worked the distance Parcoota4b
$ 1 1
sunny,
mild,
f
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round of the
up
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1 0 2
and took the loss,
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•breezy day.
3 o 1
three earned runs on just Brow&
I I 1
Miller
with
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He
SIsaber-e
4 1 1
three hits.
RAW
Barber and Bob Murphy,each
4 3 2
Southwest Missouri scored Coirtory4b
4 1 2
with a second round 67, rookie
(Isidore*
inning.
first
the
in
1 1 0
three times
LAW&
Jerry Pate,69, and Ray Floyd
7 11
11
and a
batsman
Tat&
hit
a
walk,
A
Ill 014 CO1 1-74
and Lanny Wadkins, who
Iowa State
the
did
homer
7-114
NO
three-run
101 022
Arm
shared the first round lead
damage.
Sound Gam
then shot 71s.
'beds
Murray added a single tally
ab r b
on a single by
second
the
in
4 0 2
lbOtasel
HITS A PIN HIGH
star
High
3 1
Murray
former
Pireavie4b
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
4 0
Illsoassynia-ri
(AP) — Florida will have its catcher Mike Cathey. The Walker-lb
3 1
4 C
ftrst $100,000 bowling tourna- 'Breds scored again in the
2 1
ment when the AMY Dick We- fourth to make it 3-2 as Mite
2 1
ber Five-Star Open is held here Hughes, another former Tiger Ornalasrab
3 1
Tamarac
Carter
Don
3 1
on the
Calbay-e
singled.
star,
3
V
Weber
Both
2-6.
Lanes March
scored
Missouri
1 44010
300
Southwest
Mo
into
Southwest
inducted
and Carter were
010 110 1 3-74
Bowling's Hall of Fame in 1970. an unearned run in the top of Nerray Stste

assured of an
they now have a 1-2 season was not
bid until the
NCAA
automatic
record.
was nearly over.
season
contest,
opening
the
In
So for the present time, the
Murray dropped an extra
Inning battle, falling 8-7 to non-conference games are
games.
Iowa State. Then in the just that:
Sophomore southpaw Greg
nightcap, the 'Breds fell 4-3 to
Cruse started on the hill in the
Southwest Missouri.
first contest and lasted
But nobody is going to push through five innings before a
the panic button yet on the four-run uprising in the top of
'Breds, who at one point last the sixth chased the Goreville,
year were ranked as high as Ill., native from the mound.
12th in the nation. For one
Murray led just once in the
thing, all Murray must do this game. In the home half of the
year to make the NCAA first, big Don Walker drilled a
Playoffs is to win the con- two-out double to score Jack
ference. Last year, the record Perconte who had reached on
meant more because Murray a single and the 'Breds went

Mike Not Concerned With lndentity
Problem--As Long As He's Winning
N.

lurches but
NOT NI TIMI—Marray third hasoma Clint Courtney,•freshman'from fransvillo,
hi mare lealtsos

can't pet tho tug se McDeassi of 'ewe State. The 'Bred' dropped
to Iowa Stat. Friday.
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Ridley Helps Canucks Into
2-2 Tie With Atlanta Friday
.. , .
113y The Associated Press
As thankful as Curt Ridley
was to be traded away from
. -AUanta, he was anything but
gracious towards the Flames
, Friday night.
The 24-year-old netininder
ayed his first game ag,ainst
' former teammates and
tId off a 16-shot third-period
ck to help the Vancouver
ucks into a 2-2 tie.
"I was looking forward to
;pis game," he said after
Mg 36 shots. "It was the
I time I had ever played
ainst the Flames, and if I
a choice I'd have to say I'd
ther beat them than any
inary team.
:.-"The trade was the best
that ever happened to
NIKIng
N..
-.

ve
Sa
on case
Tractors
43 - 80 HP
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me. They were set with(Dan) game's last 10 minutes.
Canactiens 4,Seals 1
Bouchard and (Phil) Myre,
Guy Lafleur scored his 48th
and at Vancouver I've had a
goal of the year to start
chance to play."
He played well enough—and Montreal on the way to its 15th
the Flames played poorly straight unbeaten game. Yvan
enough—to ruin the evening Cournoyer, Murray Wilson
for Atlanta Coach Fred and Steve Shutt also counted
for the Canadiens, who handed
Q-eighton.
"Games like that give me an the Seals 'heir fourth straight
ulcer," Creighton said after loss.
Penguins 7,Capitals 3
the Flames wasted a 2-0 lead
Andre Pronovost raised his
and couldn't score on the
power play in the closing two season's goal total to 48 and
Syl Apps accounted for five
minutes.
"We had control of the puck points as Pittsburgh routed
and we let them off the hook. Washington with four goals in
We let the tempo of the game the last 10 minutes of play.
getaway."
Tom Lysiak had set a club
record with his 30th goal and
assist to build the home
team's two-goal lead. The
points gave him 78 for the
season, one more than the
team standard he set last
year.
Montreal topped California
4-1 and Pittsburgh bombed
Washington 7-3 in the
evening's other National
Hockey League games.
Barry Gibbs had the other
goal for Atlanta. Ron
Sedlbauer and Dennis Kearns
scored for Vancouver in the

injury sustained in a motorcycle accident on his farm
near Jackson, Mich., last
year.
He staked himself to a bid
for a third title with a
scrambly 68—he came out of
six sand traps without making
a bogey— and a 137 total,
seven under par for two trips
over the surprisingly difficult,
7,143-yard Deerwood Club
course.
"Until the last five or six
holes I didn't play vcry good,"
Mike said."I had a '.ot of fives,
and I had to scratnble a lot.
I'm still not hitting the ball as
good as I know I can hit it. I
was lucky to be one under par
after nine holes.
"But I'm putting pretty
good. That's what makes the
difference. If you're putting
good, you can get away with a
lot of weaknesses in the rest of
your game. I don't mean I hit
any really ugly old shots, but I
didn't hit it as well as I can."
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Ladies Day
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Starting Tuesday, and until further notice

Hill, at 37 beginning to get a
touch of gray in his dark hair,
held a one stroke advantage
over surprising Nate Starks, a
skinny little guy who ranks as
possibly the shortest hitter on
the tour and a man who once
lost his approved players'
card for poor play on the tour.
Starks, one of the last men
on the course, birdied the last
hole for a 69 and a 138 total.
Just two strokes back of the
lead at 139 was a group of six
players headed by Hubert
Green, a winner last week in
the Doral Open. Green came

4

Every Tuesday Is
Ladies Day
All LADIES will get a FREE Wash
With a fill up.
(No Rain Checks With This Offer)

Astro Car Wash

•

1102 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
333:00.M1IIECCOMPlat
4
.K
3.333.33::*3.

We have the equipment you need
to getthejob done!

ot,

House Boats
Friendly, courteous, honest, representation of our stock of Houseboats Demonstration ride and drive_See if it fills your
needs and desires. Several to choose from
in all time famous, well known, reliable
brand names such as Somerset, Drifter,
Silver Queen, Harbor Master, Floating
Queen,glass, steel or aluminum.

Happy Holiday Travel,Inc
Ponoromo Shores on Kentucky Lake
GRAYSON NIcCtURE

Telephone 502-4365483
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DON NIcCtUP‘

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
(AP) — Mike Hill has an
identity problem.
Everyone keeps mistaking
him for his older brother
Dave, a highly-successful
sometimesalbeit
controversial golf pro.
When Mike, a solid performer in his own right, took a
share of the lead in a recent
tournament, one national
press service informed the
world that Dave was tied for
the top. And Dave wasn't even
playing.
Almost daily, someone,
often reporters, will approach
him and start a conversaion:
"Say, Dave..."
"It doesn't bother me much
anymore," Mike said Friday
after again taking a lead, this
time sole possession of the No.
1 position, in the $175,000
Greater Jacksonville Open.
"Most of the time I don't even
bother to correct them."
He shook his head.
"I've been out here eight
years and they still can't spell
my name.
"But they get the name
right on the checks. My wife
and kids know who jam,and,
I guess, that's all I care
about.Mike, a beer-truck driver
before brother Dave talked
him into joining the tour as a
29-year-old rookie in 1968, has
collected two tour titles and
was a consistent money
winner until he was sidelined
for 12 weeks by a serious leg
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580C CK Loader/Backhoe
•
580C Construction King is designed to help increase return on your
investment through maximum availability, utilization and versatility.
Unitized main frame resists heavy shock loads, maintains power train
alignment.
Componentized power train permits servicing of individual components
without disturbing the rest of the drive line. Simplifies servicing

Optional 14'-18' Extendahoe with hydraulic telescoping dipper allows
you to: dig vertical holes; tunnel and undercut; excavate more trench
from one position; dump spoil well away from trench; accurately spot
pipe and materials, and provides up to 4' of extra reach and up to AV of
extra depth.

• Dual-position stabilizers can be set at right angles to excavate 180'
right up to the machine. Or they can be angled 20' to the rear for heavy
excavating or lifting.
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• Backhoe latch and swing pin enable operator to release backhoe
207 c.i.d., diesel engine, 55 SAE net hp on torque converter drive model
from or lock it into over-center transport position without leaving
(50 SAE net hp., direct-drive model). Case-built for thorough combustion,
operator's platform.
fuel economy, long life.
Standard 14' over-center backhoe with 2/' 2 9" reach and 14' dig depth.
Twin-boom cylinders, hydraulic-cushioned swing and hydraulic
regeneration for fast, smooth cycling.

•

Over-center backhoe design shortens machine length and shifts weight
forward for stability in loading and roading. Also provides increased
ground clearance.

cog, zit McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
•
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Simple Sentence Is Key To
Baseball Negotiations Status

I -2

By HAL BOCK
The executive board of the
AP Sports Writer
association called for renewed
NEW YORK (AP) — It is a negotiations. And the union
simple sentence, buried in the held out an olive branch with
bottom of the text of the Major
League Players Association's that simple sentence, accepting controls on the oneresponse to the "best and and-one free agency. Less
final" collective bargaining than one hour later, Comagreement offer of the missioner Bowie Kuhn orowners.
dered the camps opened.
You could read right by it if
Apparently, the players will
you weren't careful, but it is accept a free agent draft if the
the key to the current status of owners agree to expand the
the negotiations.
number of teams parIn it, the players association ticipating from the bottom
agrees
to
accept "a eight to a more liberal 12 or le.
mechanism, along the general
That possibility probably
lines proposed by the
owners," to control the so- was one of many alternatives
called "one-and-one" free. discussed Friday when the
agent rights granted by an Player Relations Committee
arbitrator and upheld by two huddled in New York to plan
next
strategy.
A
its
federal courts.
the
for
Those rights could make spokesman
negotiating
every major league player a management
free agent in 1976 or 1977
depending on whether he signs
a contract. About 160 players
including stars such as Reggie
Jackson, Rod Carew, Tom
Seaver and Fred Lynn, have
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
not signed and are in spring
training camps after having Semifinal round action begins
their contracts renewed by today in Kentucky Girls' State
High School Basketball
their clubs.
The courts have concurred Tournament after Mason
with the arbitrator who County, Louisville Butler,
decided that renewal is for one Louisville Sacred Heart and
year only and not one year at a Russell posted quarterfinal
victories Friday.
time in perpetuity.
Mason County faces Butler
Throughout the negotiations
until Monday's "final" offer, in today's first semifinal game
the owners had not accepted while Sacred Heart and
the "one-and-one" premise. Russell will battle it out in the
Then, they softened that second game.
The winners of today's two
stance, offering free agency
but tying it to restrictions that games will meet for the
included a draft of the championship tonight at 8:10
available players by the eight EST in Eastern Kentucky
Alumni
clubs with the poorest records. University's
That didn't satisfy the Coliseum.
In quarterfinal action
players totally, but they did
net issue an outright rejection. Friday night, 1st Region
"We wanted spring training champs Russell led by as
camps opened and we didn't many as 17 points in the third
want to do anything that would quarter and staved off a late
inhibit that," said Marvin rally to defeat Sedalia 57-46.
Miller, executive director of $ Earlier in the day, Sacred
the players association, ex- Heart's Carla Amlung fired in
plaining the conciliatory 35 points and grabbed 20
language of his group's rebounds as the Louisville
school overwhelmed West
resolution.
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team called the meeting"
internal working session."
Its primary purpose was to
prepare a presentation for
today's joint meeting of the 24
major league clubs. Today's
session is the first time the
owners have met with their
committee since last Monday's offer. Several owners
have expressed displeasure at
the lengths to which the
negotiators went in an attempt
to settle the dispute and that
_displeasure was likely to
surface at this meeting.
Future strategy was expect*d to be molded at the
Meeting but no new talks are
scheduled with the Players
Association. It was expected
that the two sides might sit
down again to resume their
contract negotiations on
Sunday.

Semifinal Actions Begins In
Girls State H. S. Tournament
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Hardin 65-46.
6th Region champion
Louisville Butler came on
strong in the second half to
defeat Covington Holy Cross
66-51 and Mason County came
back ,to defeat Jenkins 57-53 in
doubie overtime.
Russell easily took command in the first half of its
game with Sedalia. Regina
Carroll scored 15 points in the
first half for Rossell as her
team led 32-17 at intermission.
managed
a
Sedalia
comeback in the third quarter,
outscoring Russell 17-12
behind the shooting of Jana
Page, Andrea Morris and
Jennifer Flood.
The losers came within four
points at 50-46 with 1:50
remaining in the game.
Russell scored the last
seven points to put the game
away.
Carroll was Russell's
leading scorer with 23 points.
Peggy Iddings added 14 and
Tammy Ward had 10.
Belinda Davidson scored 17
points for Sedalia.

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open Every Sunday
—Open 12:00 A. M. Til 6 P. M.—
k

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — "This
game is like a family affair,"
said Kentucky Coach Joe B.

Leasing?
You've probably heard quite a bit about leasing cars
lately, but don't know if leasing is right for you. If you
want to know more about leasing, just fill out the coupon
below and send it to Jim Fain Motors. Be sure to enclose
any questions you have about leasing and we'll send you
the answers. There's absolutely NO obligation, so fill out
the coupon and send it in today.
r Type
of carChrysler-Newport__, Newport Custom
, New
Yorker
, Cordoba
, 2 Door
, 4 Door
Plymouth-Volare
, Valiant
, Fury
, Gran
Fury
2 Door
, 4 Door
Dodge-Colt
Charger_, Charger S.E.
,
Coronet
, Monaco
,2 Door
.4 Door. ,
Type of Equipment DesiredVinyl Roof
, Air Conditioner
Rear Window
Defroster
, Tinted Glass
, Power Steering___,
Power Brakes
, Radial Tires
, Radio
, Automatic
, UndercoatintL. Other__, (Please
Speed Control
list).
Length of lease desired - 12 mo.
mo.
,Other
(Please List)
Number of Miles Driven Per Year-

vs
nch
4 of

24 mo.

, 36

Type of Use of Vehicle.

3'
eavy

Mail to:
Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
810 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Attention: Ed Parker.
Phone:(502)753-0632(Ask for Ed Parker)

We want to answer your leasing
questions. Remember, you are under no
obligation.

4111.

Boling On Sports
By Ram Boling

1

We all suspected it was coming, it just remained to be
seen how long it would take: Don Merdith, the dapper and
drawling ex-Dallas Cowboy quarterback of Monday night
football and "Whut'd ab telly& Curt" fame is finally
readying himself for the inevitable plunge into an acting
career on NBC which was,though we did not know it at the
time,one facet of the package deal he negotiated with that
network before he jumped from ABC.
I don't know what the ultimate significance of this
development is. It probably shows you how far up the ladder of success you can cllmb if you have a Southern accent
and an awareness of how to use it in a really hunkereddown style of commentary,you all,
Whatever, Dandy Don remains the best thing to arrive
on the broadcasting scene in a long time, since, in fact, the
Incomparable Dizzy Dean was singing the "Wabash Cannonball" to millions and committing all those lovable
transgressions against the English language that
provoked the ire of the bridge-club linguistic purists years
ago.
The laid-back, mildly compone approach to broadcasting is not without an obvious listener appeal. The year
after Meridith made his big splash playing Howard
Cosell's foil on Monday night football, CBS, with
quicksilver alacrity, enlisted the services of a host of
Southerners inclucling, Kentuckian, Paul Harming, Alex
Hawkins who hails from Texas and Sonny Jurgenson, a
native of North Carolina among others. John Brodie has
been meticulously studying the nuances of the Southern
drawl for the last three years in Meredith's shadow at
NBC and, when another Southerner is not around, is pretty convincing at it.
Meredith, however, is by far the best of them. His style
is less affected, he posseses a mischievous sense of humor
which the others noticeably lack, and, in general,exudes a
very pleasing and infectious audio-visual presence.
Let's not forget either (as many forgot that Dizzy,
besides being the character's character, was also one of
the greatest pitchers in the history of baseball) that Dandy Don was a darn good quarterback in the middle and
late sixities. He appeared in the NFL Pro Bowl a couple of
times and still holds a number of Dallas club records, a
few of which are rather dubious ones like most fumbles in
one season by a quarterback and most times sacked in one
game. He was not at all brilliant, but he was consistent, an
accurate passer and a wily playcaller in the days before
Tom Landry decided to call all of the Cowboy's plays.
And now it looks as if Meredith will soon land a regular
part in some upcoming series on NBC and might even forfeith his place on the NBC broadcasting team if the series
requires it. I can already imagine the plot lines: a former
professional quarterback from the South retires, becomes
a broadcaster with down-home inflections and is satisffed
with his life but from week to week is inexorably drawn into the activity of saving countries, cities and individuals
from various disasters like earthquakes, tidal waves,
towering infernos, plagues, exploding blimps and sinking
ships and ultimately, as the show concludes its 20th season
on the air, he becomes the president of NBC, which,
though we were not aware of it at the time, was yet
another facet of the package deal he negotiated with that
network before he left Howard Cosell.

A Lot Of Kentucky In Both
Teams As UK Meets Charlotte

1205 CHESTNUT STREET

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

Idiot Wind

Hall, contemplating Sunday's
final of the National Invitation
Tournament against North
Carolina-Charlotte. "We're
pretty much in-bred—there's
a lot of Kentucky in both these
teams."
A lot of Kentucky in North
Carolina-Charlotte? You bet.
Lee Rose,coach of the 49ers,
spent seven years coaching at
Transylvania, a college
division school in Lexington,
Ky., which just happens to be
where the University of
Kentucky is located. Mike
Pratt, Rose's assistant,
played at Kentucky under
Coach Adolph Rupp.
"We're close, very close,"
said Rose at a news conference Friday. "Joe Hall and
I are both a couple of farm
boys. We've known each other
for many years now. We
worked in the same area, we
recruited the same kids—there's a lot between us."
Matter of fact, Rose has as
much Kentucky in him as any
colonel.
"As a kid I used to sell soda
during Kentucky games at the
Coliseum," said Rose. "There
were times I used to sneak in
just to see the great Wildcats
play under Coach Rupp. I'd
hang from the rafters just to
see them play."
For the past 11 years, Rose
and Hall have been members
of the Crestwood Christian
Church in Lexington, Ky.

Sunday's final matches one
of the most prestigious names
in college basketball, Kentucky, against a growing
school hungry for recognition.
"With all the ACC schools
around us," said Rose, "we
don't get much ink. We're
trying to build our program,
and being here in the finals of
the NIT against a team like
Kentucky is just great. Win or
lose, we're winners already
just being here."
, Both clubs won one-point
thrillers in Thursday's
semifinals. Kentucky edged
Providence 79-78 on Larry
Johnson's court-length drive
and layup with one second to
go, while UNC-Charlotte beat
North Carolina State 80-79 on
Melvin Watkins' basket with
30 seconds left.
To beat Kentucky, UNCChariotte, 24-5, will need
another big game from Cedric
Maxwell, the 6-foot-8 center
who has averaged 28.3 points
and 10.2 rebounds in three NIT
starts. His 39 free throws—in
43 attempts—are already a
tournament record, and he
also had blocked eight shots,
stole the ball seven times and
handed out nine assists.
But he'll have his hands full
when he goes against burly 611 center Mike Phillips of
Kentucky, 19-10. Despite a
sprained ankle, Phillips has
been a dominating player
under the boards.

"I'm on the fund-raising
committee," said Rose, and
"There's no way I can outhe (Hall) hasn't paid his dues. muscle him," said Maxwell of
I wonder who David Blondell, the key match-up. "I'll just
our minister, is going to be have to use whatever speed
praying for?"
I've got and try to out-hustle
"I got to him first," coun- him."
tered Hall. "He's our team
How well he succeeds will go
chaplain. He eats breakfast a long way in determining the
with the team before all our outcome of the family
games. He's flying down here squabble known as the 39th
for the final—at my request"
annual NIT.

Win Would Mean Two-Year Ride
For Lennie Pond At Atlanta
made two weeks ago in the me as I went by. We hooked
By JERRY GARRETT
National race at bumpers and it shot me into
Grand
Writer
Motorsports
AP
Richmond, Va. But with a the wall."
HAMPTON, Ga.(AP) — A
decisive lead late in the race,
Pond sits 10th in the 36-car
victory in Sunday's Atlanta
Pond and Ed Negre collided, grid, with a qualifying speed
500 stock car race would mean
almost $170,000 to Lennie and Pond was out of the race.
of 156.005 miles per hour
how
believe
can't
"You
compared to Marcis' pacePond. However, anything less
much I've thought about it," setting 160.709 m.p.h.
than first would net the
"I'm not so concerned about
likable, balding Virginian less Pond said wistfully. "When I
hit the wall at Richmond, I the difference in speed," Pond
than $10,000.
"That's all I've thought figured it cost me about noted, "because luck is better
$170,000," including first place than speed.
about lately," said Pond,,
money and repairs to his
"You can go 160 m.p.h. for
former NASCAR Grand
battered Chevrolet.
490 miles and lose the race.
National rookie of the year
But he added, "It was just You gotta go the whole 500.
who is still gunning for his
first victory on the circuit. one of those things. Negre That's where I could use a
"But if I'm gonna win here, didn't see me. He came up on little luck."
I've gotta get a lot of speed or
a lotta luck beforeiSunday.
"My car is just not running
here. I'm almost Pt seconds
off the pace."
The purse for the 17th annual Atlanta 500 is $151,900,
and first place pays $15,750.
But victory would also include
Pond for this year and next in
NASCAR's lucrative Win
ner's Circle Award program
for race winners.
Current members are seven
of the first eight qualifiers for
Sunday's race—Dave Marcis,
David Pearson, Richard
Petty, Cale Yarborough,
Benny Parsons, Buddy Baker
and Bobby Allison. One more
spot is available and Pond is
considered the best bet.
"In round figures, it's worth
about $82,000 next year and
The one far above all others Is
about $70,000 this year," Pond
explained. "So if I can do it, I
can get a two-year ride."
It looked as if Pond had it

There are Several
Pontoon Boats
But

Retired coach John Wooden
Led UCLA to the NCAA basketball crown 10 times in the past
12 seasons.
Ed Jucker coached Cincinnati
to the 1961 and 1982 NCAA basketball titles, his team beating
Ohio State both times in the final.

IrldiaAllogrt
Many copy it-No ono 41Y1If corium dose.

Nappy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky take

Don Bitterlich of Temple University led the nation's collegians in field goals last season
with 21 in 31 attempts.

DON ISACtuRE

GRAYSON PAcClURI

Telephone 502-436-5483
Jack Nicklaus has won the
PGA player of the year award
four times since 1967.

HERE'S HOW
THE PIE IS SLICED
REFRIGERATOR

ELECTHR
RANC;F

Knowing how much electricity your major appliances use will show you where to concentrate
your energy-saving efforts.
To help you get full efficiency from your
electric appliances, read and follow the owner's
manuals. If you know how to use your appliance
properly, you can get your money's worth from the
elericity it uses by avoiding energy waste. Also,
using an appliance efficiently usually increases its
life-span.
For more information about getting the most
from electricity,check with us. We have free booklets and folders that will help you use electricity
wisely.

Om RH 11 I i 111,1 it . I iml ..)

SPORTS

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
•
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IfitsResultsYou Want-Its WISS IEDifIDS You Need
2 Notice

2 Notice

2 Notice

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m.or weekends.

LEDGER & TIMES

New Shipment

News. Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531 9 /6 and 753-1917

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society..
753-2591 or 753-3194
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizene53-0929
Needline. .. 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Landscape
Material

NOTICE
ANYONE
knowing
the
whereabouts of Larry E.
Scott, last known address was Wildflecken,
Germany from 1965 to
1967. Please contact
Frank Rutherford,
Route 4, Box 730,
Somerset,Ky.42501.

DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

NEED SOMEONE to
mow and take care of
Springs
Sinking
Cemetery. Call Bill
Collins, 753-3696, or Jim
Kuykendall, 753-6603
and Otto Parks,753-5801.

LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and
Hycirex Water Pills at
Scott Drug, Murray.

Imnaento bad %Mot. N
your cur mei led web,
step mid sea es.
Nene Tenants
75,171N
across ken Comte* Lame

Sunday Is
American
r.7n,r11,qin to,
Re,
,10,,ront

Phone 489-274C

PEGGY NOEL
▪ he snorting•IINT-11,
URI Mari* Mareh Mak
three Om•anot.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

STYLISH MEN
SHOP THE

753-1682

KING'S
DEN
Billy Brandon
and Jerry Key
CO OWNERS

Bel-Air Center
Make ft.funk offal isle
the honk!ennui sad have
yourself•hat
Corvette Lanes
753-rat
across from Neteen Tessa

Calfor
Appointotent
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs dependable person MF who can work without
supervision in kturniy. Contact customers. Age unimportant, but maturity is. We
train. Write J. J. Dick,
Pres.,
Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft Worth, Ts.
E.0. E.

***********
*
*
*
Bel-Air
*
*
*

* Decor Store *
*
*
***********
NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western

Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray,Ky.,Phone 753-3342.

EN LOVING MEMORY of

WANT SOMEONE TO
stay with elderly lady as
companion, light
housework and cooking.
Call 753-2923 or 753-6837.
FULL TIME cook and
part time waitress at
University Inn. Apply in
person, 9-3, MondayFriday.

our dear mother Gracie
Walker, who passed
away 11 years ago, WANTED: SOMEONE to
sell Watkins products.
today March 19th; 1965.
Call 753-5550.
Because she was so dear
to us in such a special
way. Its very hard to put FAST GROWING company needs dynamic
in words how much we
woman,
or
man
miss her more each day.
unlimited income, for
We still love her and
individual.
right
miss her more each day.
position with
Respected
We still love and miss
rapid advancement.
her with all our hearts.
Must be 21 years of age
No matter where we go
or older. Provide own
or what we do from her
transportation. Call for
we'll never really part.
only 753appointment
Still Missing, Your
2654.
Children.

ifOtrD BETTER MAKE
SURE ;THAT 1404.) DON'T
6E1 THAT CAST WET

./
SALES
I
LIMITED TRAVEL
Territories available
in the Paducah, Ky.
area.
Guaranteed
weekly draw plus
training incentives
from $200.00 to
$350.00 against
liberal commissions.
Senior salesmen earning
$18,000 to
$45,000. Management
opportunities.
Fringes
include:
Hospitalization, Life
Insurance,
Profit
Sharing, Retirement.
You receive sales
training
in
the
territory.
Our products are
non-technical
and
readily learnable.
We sell chemical
specialties to the Industrial,
Food
processing, Automotive and Institutional
markets. High quality
products
bring
profitable
repeat
sales.
You must have a
successful mirk or self
employment history.
Sales background optional. A late model
car required.
Send ReSUMe to:
DELTA FOREMOST
OHMIC-Al
CORPORATION
P.0.Box 30310
Memphis,Tenn. XIX
illa surd opportainny es
Omit
8 Stordr Buildinks

( I TESTED

MY
PACKAGE TO BE
SURE IT WILL
THROUGH
THE MAIL
OK AY

SAM

CRON -

BUY THE best for less.
Portable
storage
buildings, offices, lake
cottages, boat storages,
garages, patios and
barns. Name it-We build
it. CUSTOM BUILT
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call
753-0984.

MEM
HIGH SCHOOL BOY
wants yards to mow.
Call 753-2632.

ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. WILsoLi
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 753=3.

STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.

I WILL 60 WITH YOU TO
Kt/LA-KU TO FIND THE WITCH,
0 GHOST WHO WALKS.

USED FURNITURE.
metal
Especially
gliders, will repair and
paint if needed, also
baby bed.Call 753-3593.
NO,6URAN.
WOUR PEOPLE
NEED YOU HERE

THE REPORT WAS LONG
AGO, POSSiBLY THERE IS
NO LONGE_R A WITCH OR
A QUEEN „.

n' KEEP5 SAYIts16
's&IMME A)4INT
GimAi1E
NiNT "

CON T

GOOD USED PING pang
table. Call 489-2289 after
5 p. m.
15 Articles For Sale
TRASH BARRELS for
sale. Call 7534089 or 7538046.
ELECTRIC DRILL,
Ports-Rand saw, and
extension cord. Many
useful tools. Call 7539216.

-1 1:)/ IS CUIE AS A )
BABOON, eisr-Ap GCITA LCVAL
HUSSAND. ONLY THAR 15 ONE
7JH NE' AH'D 1_11. - TO ASK

WHAT
MAKES
-R-415
PL-V ?-

F

b Help Wanted

1 Notice

BIRD SOLID VINYL
SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8647.
BABY BFI) and buggy.
Excellent condition. Call
753-4964.

ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 7538560.
1FRFEI-S WHOLESALE,
216 South 17th, Paducah,
Ky. Doors, windows,
and cabinets. Phone 1502-442-7065, weekdays
8-5.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware,Paris, Tenn.
FOUR TIRES size G78-14,
fair condition, 36"
Tappan electric stove,
refrigerator, fair condition. See Herman
Wicker or call 753-3450.
BOX SPRINGS and
mattress for sale. New
$45.00 each, set $85.00.
Will deliver. Call 901642-8777.
FOR ALL YOUR FENCING NEEDS.Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-4446865, Paducah,Ky.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016-$219.95
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton,Ky.

DINETTE TABLE with 8
chairs. Call 753-9745
after 6 p. in.
UPRIGHT FROST free,
freezer 15 cubic ft.,
Kelvinator. One year
old, $250.00 firm. Can be
seen at 505 South 5th.
LARGE
UPRIGHT
freezer, two Early
American matched
chairs, large gateleg
dining table, couch and
chair,
also
miscellaneous. Call 4374187.
USED COUCH AND
rocker. Dark brown
naughahyde. Call 4928596.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or r4lit.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

SMALL FUR47. FORD FERGUSON NICE
NISHED apartment.
tractor with disc. Good
Also nice room for older
condition. Call 489-2508.
person. Come to 300
Woodlawn. No phone
FORD 130 plow, 4-14"
calls.
spring trip beams,
$550.00. Call 7534582,
MANOR
MURRAY
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
and
stove
except
16 FT.SWISS 1,fiberglass
bill
water
refrigerator,
boat, 90 h. p. Johnson
paid. Central heat and
motor, trailer. $945.00.
air conditioning. Call
See at 1602 Hermitage
753-8668.
Drive or call 753-3720
after 4 p. in.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
14 FT. STARCRAFT
bedrooms. Zimmerman.
aluminum. Excellent
Apartments, South 16th
condition.
Swivel,
Street. 7534609.
fiberglass seats. Call
753-5915 after 5 p. m. Joe
Pat Ward.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment,available for
weekly or monthly rent.
MERCURY OU1130ARD
Kellys Pest Control, 100
motor, Mark 58, 45 h. p.
South 13th.
Good condition $250.00.
Call 753-6221 6 a. in. to 3
p. m. Ask for Ricky
THREE ROOM UNFURNISHED apartPeal.
ment, 206 E. Poplar.
Call 753-1767.
MARTIN D-35 Guitar, 3
years old $650.00. Call
436-2588.

SLUGGS, SNAILS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelley
Termite and Pest
Control,753-3914.

FOR SALE 1964 pickup.
Copper colored upright,
oven on top, stove for
sale. Call 753-8218.

ARTIFICIAL logs for
fireplace for sale. Also
like to buy small
Chihuahua dog. Call 4354302.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY.MATI'FLESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323.

35 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, like brand new.
Two row John Deere
corn planter. Manure
spreader. 7' drag disc.
Rubber tired wagon. 12"
Ford breaking plow
Post
hole digger
Tractor seed sower
Howard Brandon,
Phone 753-4383.
NEW AND used John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company,753-4892.
ADAMS HARD surfaced
plow points, disc blades,
cultivator shovels, New
and Used tractors.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncan",
Garage. Phone 753-9983,

ANTIQUE LC
love this wel
older home
Home has 4
baths, den,
room with
dining roc
kitchen and
Central gas
lovely hardh
are extra fi
of this qua
Phone Bill
753-1222 fo
pointment. Y
on Kopperod
personal, ful
Estate Servic

34 House For Ftknt
THREE
HOUSE
BEDROOM, brick,
available April 1. Call
753-8124 after 4:00p. in.

GERMAN Shepherd
pups, 6 weeks old,
wormed,Call 753-3015.
AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard
puppies
Championship blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.

Wm, 3
baths,
basement,
says. Priam

hoses, vim
sir, fully
Good Wade
osll se this
Wises I
Estm
733-31

HUGE BARGAIN Barn
sale. 13th and Main.
Saturday, 9-4 p.
Extra
nice
merchandise, cheap.
CARPORT SALE, all day
Saturday, 1304 South
16th Street. Portable T.
V., piano, many other

So
We don't I

Bec.
For

GE 4 Channel AM-FM
stereo with 8 track.
$220.00. Call 753-0148.

1974, 12x711 mobile home.
Take over payments.
Call 753-4330.

COMBINE,
GOOD
CONDITION. New
canvas, new blade. Call
753-6210 after 4 p. m.

VERY AT
brick home
has 3 bedr
formal dini
appliances,
heat and
conditionin,
baths, in exc
price is $:
Moffitt Real'
12th., 753-359

FOR SALE SEVEN
beagle pups, drum set,
trumpet. Call 4924374.

SANYO 8 track car tape
player. Two factory
speakers. Call 753-4528.

FOUR ROW CASE CORN
DRILL. Late model
Dodge lime truck. Both
in excellent condition.
Call 492-8868.

IMAGINATII
takes. Ttin
frame horno
some tender
but the
location in
shaded lot I
will more tl
for any min
Priced at 1
753-8080 or ci
Majors Rea
N. 12th.

1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
z60, partially furnished,
washer and dryer.
Central air condition.
Call 753-6769.
THREE BEDROOM, two
full baths, western
decor, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, central
heat and air conditioning. Underpinning.
May be seen by appointments. Phone 7530399.
NICE 2 bedroom trailer
for sale, call 753-6044.
12 170 THREE bedroom,
two bath, fully carpeted
extra nice. Call 753-1905
afteerAp. m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

TRACTOR HITCHES
balls custom trailer
hitches, custom exhaust
work, portable welding
Call 436-2611.

LARGE BRICK HOME at
Coldwater, only 10 years
old, in tip-top condition,
has oversized 2 car
garage, and on a 1 acre
lot. Could be used as 4
bedrooms and den, or
would make a very nice
2 family home with 2 full
baths, all hardwood
floors; this home could
not be replaced for the
asking price of 831,900.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.

Th

ELBOW ROOM, large ;
wooded lot, near Kentucky Lake, with 3
bedroom, 1% bath,
cypress siding home,
carpeted, gas heat, Ben
Franklin stove, separate
garage could be used for
apartment or summer .;
rental. Call 753-8080 or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate,105 N. 12th.
THIS WEEKS
SPECIAL
REAL ESTATE values
continue to climb. Now
Is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now offering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years.Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now
build later. Call Guy
Spanu Realty,753-7724.

P.;

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven ;
licensed arid bonded
sales personnel W serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE

5 bedtx
den wi
cabinet
double
double
house i

Sa
1,2

AN T4

A, FURpartment.
m for older
ae to 300
No phone

MANOR
one or two
infurnished,
and
ove
, water bill
11 heat and
)ning. Call

APARTie or two
arrunerman
, South 16th
509.

KNISHED
available for
ionthly rent.
Control, 100

OOM UNED apartE. Poplar.
7.

THREE
NI, brick,
Met 1. Call
4:00p. m.

Shepherd
weeks old,
11753-U15.

TTERED St.
puppies
ship blood
753-6412 or
sr 4 p.m.

lactenk.
IMAGINATION is what it
takes. Three bedroom
frame home, that needs
some tender loving care,
but the wonderful
location in beautifully
shaded lot with 3 acres
will more than make up
for any minor problem.
Priced at $15,000. Call
753-8080 or contact BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th.

ANTIQUE LOVER'S will
love this well-built brick
older home on large lot.
Home has 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, den, large living
room with fireplace,
dining room, large
kitchen and basement.
Central gas heating and
lovely hardwood floors
are extra fine features
of this quality home.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222 for an appointment. You can rely
on Kopperud Realty for
personal, fulltime Real
Estate Service.
fAINI-FARM: ' IV
bone, 3 beim., 2
baths,
partial
heseneent, en 41
/
2
acres. Priced te sal.

WAIN Barn
and Main.
9-4 p. m.
lice
merheap.

BY OWNER IN Canterbury, 2 story colonial
with nearly 3 thousand
sq. ft. under roof, including 4 bedrooms, 21
/
2
tile baths, 14 x 28 den,
separate dining, double
garage, gas heat. Priced
under $50,000. Shown
only by appointment on
Saturday or Sunday.
Call 7534186.

REDUCED
CONSIDERABLY for quick
sale 1515 Canterbury
Estates: "L" shaped
ranch style home.
Professionally landscaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three
bedroom, 2 bath, living
room, dining room,
kitchen with built-ins
overlooking den with
fireplace-built-in bookcases, utility, central
heat and air, good closet
and storage space. Call
753-0045
for
appointment.
NICE THREE bedroom
brick, spacious utility
room, large closets,
central heat and air,
/
2
double carport. 11
baths. Fenced yard,
near high school. Call
436-2399.

So have we, that's why
we did something about it.
We don't just promise Quality, we PROVIDE it
Because we think YOU deserve it.

Thornton Tile
& Marble
YOUR MCA!,Marble Manufacturer

Beautiful 3 BR. brick
home has 4 efficiency
apts upstairs with
entrance.
private
Perfect location for
schools. A real
quality home with all
the extras.
haven!
Hideaway
Frame 2 BR. cabin
near Ky. Lake on lot
100 x 100. Ready to
move into. You cannot beat the price
anywhere.

Guy Spann Realty
"Yoe Key People
le teal bine"
We strive Is serve res better

753-7724
901 Syeeinere-Merrey,
Ky.
After 340 p.a. ca
$peen 733-2517, Levies
Wier 753-1400, Jed Porta 753-11151, Lei 0. Cie
7S3-ftM, Prentice Dens
153.5123.

THREE BEDROOM,
house, one acre, on
blacktop, new well,
carpeted also 1969 Ford
grain dump. Bell City
area - 382-2761.

For
Sole

Let's talk Quality.
Soy, you've heard that before.

For a Quality that will please see...

Perfect location for
schools and shopping. This 2 BR.
frame has been completely redecorated
and priced to sell.

BEDROOM ,
TWO
FRAME home, terpet, fireplace, gas
heat, remodeled
inside. $14,500 to
$13,500, located
at 1608 Calloway,
753-0675.

41 Motoq),
10
HONDA
1973
Scrambler with helmet.
Good condition. Call
after 5 o'clock,753-4443.

• & Truck,.

1874 HONDA XL 350.
Ready to go trail or
road. New tires and
chain. Kept clean, looks
sharp. Call 753-8046 and
ask for Tim after 3:00 p.
m.
MODEL 1101974 Honda
for sale. Needs brakes.
Price $175.00. Waldrop
Trailer Court No. 9.
1975 HONDA CR 125
Elsinore, compression
release, reed valves,
and
ported
head
polished. Excellent
running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 4928586.

1966 CHEVROLET Super
Sport 327 autotnaic with
power steering & power
brakes, 62,000 actual
miles 1410.00. 1967 Ford
Fairlane,2door hardtop
289 automatic $300.03.
354-0111.
1172 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 7534548 after 5 p. m.

1973 EL CAMINO SS
white on black Super
Sport. Slotted mag
wheels, new wide tires,
full power,air, windows,
tonneau cover, air
1971 VW SUPER Beetle, shocks, 454. 14 MPG, all
automatic. Call 753-4016. around, 55,000 miles.
Call 436-2297 or 901-2471972 HONDA COUPE,
9902.
new engine. $1,200. Call
753-2329.
NICE 1951 Mercury 4
door. Call 437-4793 after
6 p. m.
GRAND PRIX, 1975,
black on black on black,
air, AM-FM tape stereo, 1968 CAMARO, blue with
black vinyl top. $600.00.
vinyl top, factory mags,
Call 753-7769 or can see
electric windows, and
at Hobb's Trailer Ct ,
locks, tilt wheel, cruise
trailer on right
3rd
seats,
control, 60-40
electric rear window
defroster. $5,200. 12,000 1972 CHEVROLET
pickup Super Cheyenne,
miles. Call 435-4382.
power steering, brakes
and air. Excellent
1970 FORD LTD. Very
condition. Phone 753good condition. Call 7535201 or 753-2493.
0532.
1971 VW CAMPER. Rebuilt engine, good
condition. Asking $2,100.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.

PINTO 1172 Runabout,
automatic, $1,195. 1972
Vega GT, 4 speed, new
engine, radial tires,
$895.00. Call 489-2595.

1974 TRIUMPH TR4, 4 1972 VW, yellow with
speed, air, AM-FM,
Rolls Royce front and
26,000 miles, really
back kit. $1,495. Call 753sharp. Call 753-6947 after
4655.
4.
1972 NOVA small V-8
1971 OLDSMOBILE
standard transmission,
Cutlass
S. Power
new tires, excellent gas
steering, brakes and air.
mileage, excellent
350 two barrel. Extra
condition. Call 767-4786,
clean. Call 753-6555.

1970 MODEL FORD LTD,
2 door hardtop, air
condition,
power
steering. Call 753-8439
after 5 p. m.

r.CIAL

1711 Miller Ave

For Sale by Owner

5 bedroom,3% bath, 11i story brick. Large foryer with staircase, Large
den with fireplace, bookcase, beautiful kitchen, ceramic tie on
cabinets. AM Frigid,aire appliances. Utility room. Covered tie patio,
double gas grill plus bulk-in charcoal grilL large storage house,
double carport. Central gas heat, air conditioning. Many extras. This
house is constructed of quality material and workmanship.

Shown by appointment only

Call 753-5777

1975, 4 x 4, BLAZER
Cheyenne, K-5. Gold and
white, white spoke
wheels, white letter
super tires, hooker
equipped, both custorti
and standard interiors.
Craig power play with 4
Realistic speakers. All
towing
American
equipment, tilt, brakes,
steering and air. Call
753-0100 or 753-2231.

ATTEArTION FARMERS

I

Sale-water and fuel tanks, round or tectangular,
1,200gallon,*IMAM 800gallon,$325,00.

L

AN Tanks node to order.

Todd's Welding Shop
behind kvtaretate Battery,phone 753-91N), days, 7153-5285nights.

1973 26' Franklin fifthwheel trailer, fully selfcontained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-1675.
1971 SENTURY CAMPING trailer. 26', fully
self-contained. Call 7534046.

DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533
after 8 p.m. call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.
LICENSED electrician prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work
Call 753-1495.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior. Over 20
years experience. We
specialize in quality
work. Free estimates.
Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.

SIDING,
ALCOA
awnings, carports,
magestic fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 492-8647.

CARPET CLEANING,
expereinced, very
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

BULLDOZING, LANE/
clearing, road building,
waterways, building
sites, heavy equipment
hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years experience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nighLs, or
L. W. "Dub" Lyons, at
474-2264.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

no pnce
Mowing*Trimming
Complete
1rawn Core
and professional
ground meinteinence
service

JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
SPRING
HOUSECLEANING?
Don't forget the carpets.
Dry shampoo them with
Racine.
Quick...dry...really
cleans.
Rent
the
machine. Tidwell Paint
and Floor Covering, 1210
W. Main.

Furthes
Jewelry
113 S. it Street
Merril

or dependable vat
d jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accatron Service

LOVABLE BLACK and
tan puppies. Three
months old. Call 7536235.

The new

KISS Album Is Here At
T. V. Service Center

The Murray Electric System will
receive bids for a total of sixteen
(16) outdoor lighting fixtures at their
office on Fourth and Olive Streets until March 26, 1976.
Specifications may be obtained by
contacting the Superintendent or
Engineer at Murray Electric System.
NolmmilliTater Day Ascii°. aTrademmillor
Friday April 2, 1976, there will be an all day Auction at Bartow City Park starting at 10:00 a.m.
Mere will be a large consignment of new tools
sold at 1:00, then a truck,tractor and farm equipment Watch for complete listing at a later
date. We need additional tractor equipment and
light weight construction equipment.
To consign your equipment call 396-7241 or 4429762. Net proceeds will be given to Marshall
County School for exceptional children.
Wise °MOW by kko
lad Associates.

exPAINTING
perienced painter and
paper hanger, interior
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates
Call 753-8343.

Saktday, Mardi 20, 1976
inmgggomommmmsmr

WILL DO light hauling,
call 753-3593.

steering, automatic, local car sold new by
Jim Fain Motors,7800 miles.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.

CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
MOWERS
years experience. All LAWN
repaired. Fix mowers,
after 5 p. m. for free
roto-tillers, and small
estimates. All Star
Fence Co., 901-642,6492 engines. 436-5525.
or 901-642-8947.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
ALCOA
SIDING,
service. Six miles South
awnings, carports,
on 121. rAll 436-2611 or
magestic fireplaces.
436-2590 or 436-2227.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647.
WET BASEMENT? Viemake wet basements
HARMON'S
ROY
dry, work completely
CARPENTER SHOP.
guaranteed. Call or
Professionals. Building,
write Morgan Conremodeling, repairing,
struction Co. Route 2,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
Street. Across from Hill42001. Phone day or
Burger.
night 442-7026.
DRIVEWAYS,
PAVING
parking lots, sealed
coating, makes asphalt
last longer. Blacktop
patching and repairing.
Call 901-584-7780

1975 Plymouth Valiant, air, power

1973 Thvoiderbinl, lots of extras.. ready to

go.
1973 Ford LTD, 2 dr. hardtop, new

car

trade-in.
1975 FordRanger XLT - air, power, twotone paint. Only 16,000 miles. Be sure &

sure and see this one.
1974(levy Van, already customized, air,
power,tilt wheel
1970 FordF100 pick-up - 6 cyl.

A real gas

saver
1953 Wills pick-up. Head for the woods in
this 4-wheel drive

SEE JIM FAIN,
ED PARKER,
JIM EDWARDS

810 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0632

0
CHRYSLER

SEWING. See Rachel at
The Curious Shop, 1306
Main. Call 753-8323.

1974 MONTE CARLO,one
owner, extra nice,
$3800.00. Call 753-4330.

WEEKS

REALTY
South 12th at
has seven
and bonded
comet to serve
twenty years
real estate
y. Call 753-1651
by our office.
talk REAL

1969 BONANZA 22 ft. selfcontained camper
trailer. Call 436-5556
after 5 p. m.

1967 COUGAR 289 V-8,
power, automatic,
$500.00. Call 753-0148.

OOKI, large
t, near Kenke, with 3
11
/
2 bath,
iding home,
gas heat, Ben
are,separate
ld be used for
Or summer
U 753-8080 or
Ioyd-Majors
e, 105 N. 12th.

FATE values
D climb. Now
to buy that lot
to build your
me. Now offine lots in
Subdivision.
er cent down
ce to be paid
'ears.Some as
tX) down and
asyments for
Now on city
tem. Buy now
r. Call Gay
Ity,753-7724.

POP UP Camper, sleeps
5, stove, sink, water &
electric hook ups, excellent condition, best
offer. Can be seen at
1207 Melrose Dr. or call
753-4187.

APPROXIMATELY
THREE acres, well,
FOR SALE by owner
Northeast of Murray on
lakefront
cottage,
Bethel Church Road.
almost 2 acres. Phone
Call 753-3622.
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
45. Farms For Sale

LAKEVIEW HOUSE in
Lakeway Shores. Priced
in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107
after 6.

CAIS.

.
11 11
ECK HOME at
only 10 years
top condition,
lized 2 car
d on a 1 acre
be used as 4
and den, or
e a very nice
me with 2 full
1 hardwood
; home could
laced for the
of $31,900.
afty Co., 206
753-3597.

44 Lots For Sale

VERY ATTRACTIVE
brick home in Murray,
has 3 bedrooms, den,
formal dining, built-in
appliances, central gas
heat and central air 63 ACRES, 60 tendable,
conditioning, 2 full
half bottom land, highbaths, in excellent area,
way on two sides. Tri
price is $34,900. Call
City Area Hwy. 94. Call
Moffftt Realty,206 South
382-2761,
12th.,753-3597.
46 Homes Fr, iale

E, 518 South .
Saturday and
I. Glassware,
2lothes, stove
gerator and

ALE, all day
1304 South
, Portable T.
many other

HOUSE, body shop, barn,
pond, 10 acres located on
Ky. 121. Also investment
property on Main St.,
Murray.
John
C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 7530101 - 753-7531 or Bob
Rodgers 753-7116.

3/Eal X IC3L,

WILL DO sewing in my
home.Call 753-0230.
NEEDING A cake for any
occasion. Variety of pan
shapes. Decorated to
your needs. Polly Lamb,
phone 489-2602.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities.
Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686382. This is a dealers
auction.
Me VW VAN, 50,000
miles, $1 495. can 7539710

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CAREclean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 7534359
MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations, furniture
repair. Call after 54364
2476.

House For Sale
By Owner
devils prop. Ilviag mew, vtillty, pantry, Iiitehire-diniog
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Presbyterians
Plan Youth
Day Sunday
The young.people of the
First Presbyterian Church
will have complete charge of
the service of worship this
Sunday, March 21. The entire
service was written by the
youth as their expression of
the Christian faith.
The Scripture readings will
be Ecclesiastes 3:14, read by
Anne Gregory; and Ephesians
6:1-4, read by Kirk Johnson.
The sermon will be a
dialogue sermon by Brenda
Hough and Sally Matarazzo on
"You're
topic
the
Listening...But Do You
Hear?"
people
young
Other
assisting in the service are:
Paul Guy, Tim Robertson,
Heather Kodman, Brook
Dickson, Andy Wilson, Peggy
Guy, Kevin Geurin and
Amanda Holt.
Music for the service was
specially composed by Carl
,Mowery. Under the direction
Kathy Mowery the Youth
Und will accompany the
hymns and provide special
music.
Members of the Youth Band
are: Flutes - Brenda Hough,
Audrey Conley, Allison
Wallace, and Paul Moffett;
Clarinets - Anne Gregory and
Sally Matarazzo; Trumpets
Urals Kodman and Becky
- Hough; Horn - Heather
Kodman; Baritone - Frankie
Kodman; and Tuba - Kevin
Geurin.
Jim Wright is the church
organist.
Church School classes will
be at 9:30 a.m. The service of
ivarship will be at 10:45 a.m. A
ttursery is provided.

Services Planned
At Memorial Church
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
Rev. Jerrell White, speak at
both the 10:50 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. services on Sunday,
March 21.
Hampton,
Ron
Rev.
minister of music, will direct
ihe Sanctuary Choir in Special
music with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Diane Dixon as pianist.
Tommy Wilkins, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. Willard Ails will speak on
-Use of Alcohol and Tobacco"
at Church Training at 5:36
p.m.

<?tock/fixtkel Regular Services
Sunday At First
Baptist Church

Primal reeks al tool Meng at moo
today heallimml la le Wow &lbw er
1 ki tame Os anashilemr.
Clocung Prices 3-19-76
-.16
Industrials
-.35
Transportation
+.06
Utilities
111,0111,110
Volume
676
Adamson'
•
731
Declines
.
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Bra John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday
Bro. John Dale will speak at
both the 10:40 a.m. and six
p.m. services on Sunday,
March 21, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of ('hrist.
"Rocking The Boat" will be
the subject of the morning
sermon with Jim Wilson to
read the scripture from I
Corinthians 1:10 and Ken
Hopkins and Mark Riley to
lead in prayers.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Jesus Both Did and
Taught" with scripture from
Acts 1:1-2 to be read by Paul
Kelly. Prayers will be led by
Aubrey Hatcher and E. C.
Wallin.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Johnny
Bohannon will make the announcements.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Wayne Hopkins
and Jerry Howard. Gary
Lamb,
James
Lamb,
Emmanuel Manners, and
Nuel McNutt will serve on the
Extension Department.
Bible Study will be at 9:40
a.m.
The Wednesday classes will
be dismissed so that members
may attend the meeting at the
University Church of Christ at
seven p.m.

Sigma Scholarship
Applications Due
Applications for the Glenda
Boone Scholarship, given
annually by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, should be
submitted to the School
Relations Office or Dr. John
Taylor's office at Murray
State University by Apirl 1.
Winner of the scholarship
will be notified by May 1,
according to Mrs. Morgan
Sisk, Sigma Scholarship
chairman.

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main

Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
;he First Baptist Church, will
speak at both the 10:45 a.m.
and seven p.m. worship
services on Sunday, March`21.
"Lend A Hand—This Fellow
Is Heavy" will be the morning
sermon topic with scripture
from Mark 2:1-4. The evening
topic will be "If My People
Pray" with scripture from II
Chronicles 7:14.
Gus Robertson, Jr., will
direct the music on Sunday
while Bro. W. Rudolph
Howard is with the Sing and
Tell group in concert at
Memphis, Term. The Adult
Choir will sing at both services
with the Ladies Trio to sing at
the evening service.
Homer Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning services along with Bro.
G. T. Moody, minister of
education.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Paul Lyons,
Ron Wright, Terry Denton,
Vernon Nance, Charles
Holland, 'Rudolph Smith, and
Billy J. Puckett.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mrs.
Dale Cochran, Mrs. James
Rogers, Mrs. Van Waugh,
Mrs. Bill Whittaker, Mr. and
Mrs. David Travis, Miss Lori
Weaver, Miss Lisa Winters,
Mrs. B. C. Grogan, Miss
Kathy May, Randy May, and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
_
U1NCH MENU
Menus for the lunchrooms at
the Murray City Schools have
been released for the week of
March 22-26. They are subject
to occasional change, according to Glenda McNutt,
supervisor. They are as
follows:
Murray High — Monday —
bar-b-qued chicken,sandwich,
baked beans, buttered potato,
and cake; Tuesday — taco,
applesauce, corn on cob, and
—
donut;
Wednesday
spaghetti, tossed salad, green
beans, and ice cream;
sausage,
Thursday
—
macaroni and cheese, fruit
salad, corn bread, and cookie;
Friday — sloppy Joe, lima
beans, pineapple and gelatin,
arid cake.
Murray Middle — Monday
— corn dog, round abouts,
applesauce, peanut butter and
—
crackers;
Tuesday
macaroni and beef, baked
apples, green peas, and
cookie; Wednesday — taco,
pinto beans,lettuce, tomatoes,
and orange half; Thursday —
taco, pinto beans, lettuce,
tornattoes and orange half;
Thursday — bar-b-qued
chicken sandwich, carrots,
green beans, and peanut
butter cookie; Friday — fish,
slaw, french fries, and
chocolate cake.
Carter and Robertson
Elementary — Monday —
macaroni and cheese, green
peas, fruit salad, and peanut
butter cookie; Tuesday —
sloppy Joe, corn, prunes, and
ice cream; Wednesday — corn
dog, creamed potatoes, carrot
sticks, and banana pudding;
Thursday — hamburger,
French fries, applesauce, and
cookie; Friday — fish, pinto
beans, slaw, and chocolate
square.
A hamburger line is served
daily at Murray High and
Murray Middle Schools and a
bread, milk, and butter are
served daily at all schools.

Murray Tennis Center, Inc.
Health Spa

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Widows and other relatives of
11 men killed in a mine
explosion in Eastern Kentucky last week will be eligible
for death benefits as soon as
Gov. Julian Carroll signs
emergency legislation passed
by the Kentucky General
Assembly.
John Nichols, Carroll's
press secretary, said the
governor would sign the bill as
soon as possible, maybe
today.
Currently, the widows of the
dead miners are not eligible
for the death benefits because
death certificates have not
been issued. Under state law a
coroner must view a body
before certificates can be
issued.
The bodies of the 11 men
killed after entering the Scotia
Coal Co.'s Black Mountain
Mine on March 11 are still
entombed in the shaft, hundreds of feet below the surface. Federal officials have
refused to allow rescue teams
to reenter the No. 1 shaft to
retrieve the bodies.
The 11 men were part of a
13-man team that entered the
shaft to shore up the roof in an
area of the mine where an
explosion two days earlier had
killed 15 men.
Two,of the 13 men escaped,
but the other 11 were killed.
Federal and state officials
pulled rescue teams out of the
mine as soon as the bodies
were discovered.
Officials of the federal
Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration
( MESA ) said there was a
dangerous buildup of methane
gas in the mine. State Commissioner of Mines and
Minerals H. N. Kirkpatrick
said the rescue team was not

Episcopal Church
Plans Services
Episcopal
John's
St.
Church, Main and Broach
Streets, will have Holy
Communion at the 10:30 a.m.
services on Sunday, March 21.
Rev. Stephen Davenport is
church vicar.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 9:15 a.m.
Serving as acolytes will be
Ben Moore, Shore, and Vincent Heise. Mrs. Leonard
Whitmer is organist.
Claudia Moore will be in
charge of the nursery.

Dr. Fisher To Be
Speaker At First
Methodist Church
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methdoist Church, will speak
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, March 21.
"They Were Astonished"
will be the subject of his
sermon with his scripture
from Mark 10:17-27.
Margaret Porter will be
guest soloist at the 8:45 service and her selection will be
"Break My Heart." The
Chancel Choir will sing the
anthem, "0 Saviour of the
World" at the later service.
Evening services will be
held at seven p.m.
Both the Junior and Senior
High United Methodist Youth
Fellowship groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m. followed by
programs and supper.

The bodies of the first 15
Dr. David C. Roos, minister
men killed in the mine were
of the First Christian Church
recovered. Volunteers have ( Disciples of Christ) will
been refused permission to go
speak on the subject,"Blessed
into the mine to recover the
Are the Pure In Heart," at the
last 11 bodies.
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
It was the second piece of
March 21, at the church.
legislation passed in as many
The Chancel Choir, directed
The provision was added to days relating to the Oven Fork
by Margaret Porter with Gary
a bill completely unrelated to mine disasters.
Galloway as organist, will
mining in order to help the
On Thursday, the Senate
sing the anthem, "Lamb of
widows and relatives of the 11 passed a bill designed to
God."
men.
protect miners from similar
Dr. William Seale will be
Officials have blamed explosions. That piece of
worship leader with Rita
methane gas for both of the legislation would require that
Egnor and Amy Roos as
all underground mines be
fatal blasts.
candle lighters for this third
as "gassy,"
classified
Sunday in Lent. Greeters will
meaning methane gas could
be J. Robert Skinder and Dr.
be found in them.
A. H.Titsworth.
Under that bill, more
Elders serving will be John
frequent inspections of mines
Pasco and Frank Wainscott.
susceptible to buildups of
Serving as deacons will be
Recent weavings by Murray Wolfson's work will also be methane would be required.
Norman Hale, Glenn Card,
fibre worker Emily Wolfson displayed at the 10th Annual The governor said earlier
Fred McCord, Leon Smith,
will be displayed in the Kentucky Guild of artists and this week that he wanted the
Auburn Wells, and Lenvel
Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen's Fair May 27-30 in bill amended to require that
Yates.
all "gassy" mines be checked
Craftsmen's office Gallery Berea.
The Junior Choir will meet
during April. The office
Mrs. Wolfson, a former daily for methane.
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for
Gallery, at 213 Chestnut Street president and life member of State Sen. Bert Ed Pollitte,
practice following the supper
in Berea, is open 8 to 12 and 1 the Guild, is nationally 1)-Harlan, said that was not
at six p.m. for the God Squad
to 4 weekdays and by ap- recognized for her weaving possible because there are not
who will meet at 6:30 p.m.
pointment at other hours.
skills; her works are included enough mining inspectors in
Weavings included in the in the collections of the Kentucky to make daily
show were completed during Chicago Art Lnsitute, Brooks checks at all underground
LAKE DATA
the paV. 12 to 18 months. Mrs. Museum, Berea College, mines below the water table.
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.7,
passed
However, the bill
Murray State University, and
up 0.2.
Thursday would require
Kentucky Arts Commission.
Below darn 310.6,down 0,3.
as
often
"as
A Henderson County native, inspections
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4.
Emily Wilson Wolfson studied practical whenever any up 0.4.
(Continued from Page 1)
painting and sculpture at danger to workmen is in-'
Below dam 319.4, down 0.2
An avid sports fan, Burkeen Tulane and Louisana State dicated by a previous inSunset 6:07. Sunrise 6:01.
would often go to baseball University; painting in Paris, spection."
games and watch from his France on
a Wooley
parked car—if he could find a Fellowship; and design at the
parking place that gave him a Chicago Institute of Design.
view of the field. If not, he Weaving study was with
1 e0Ve
,
could not watch and had to Gladys Brophil in Michigan
leave. And it troubled him to and Sirii Lehtmaki in
14easett
•
be so dependent.
Helsinki, Finland.
specta`
Then one day he saw Wanda
Mrs. Wolfson taught at the
Rolfe of Murray getting her Evansville Museum, Evanwheelchair out of her car sville
College, Indiana
without any assistance and he University, and most recently
told himself,"If Wanda can do at Murray State University.
it, I can too."
Her husband, Alfred, is
He went home and there, all Professor Emeritus of Biology
alone, worked for more than at Murray.
two hours mastering the
She has served two terms on
technique of getting the the Kentucky Guild Board of
wheelchair in and out of his Trustees, including two years
car. Now Burkeen comes and as president. She has served
goes as necessary without as Kentucky's Representative
always having to depend on to the American Crafts
others.
Council, and is secretary of
Along with determination to the Quicksand Craft Center in
become more self-sufficient, Vest, Ky. where she has also
he has found the accessibility taught workshops in weaving.
steadily improving on the
campus for those with hanARE THEY THINNER?
dicaps.
SEATTLE (AP) — Pacific
3 Lb.
"People are genuinely in- Northwest families spend less
their
than
food
for
week
each
Can
terested and willing to
Eastern counterparts. They
cooperate,- Burkeen ob- also spend less in restaurants
served, "and that's a great and show a growing preference
Limit One
help. Twice I have asked that for seafood restaurants when
out.
dine
to
decide
they
ramps be built in specific
And Northwest families hold
locations, and within the next,
*SERVICE
outdoor barbecues, three
more
day or two, they were ready a week, than households any*CLEANLINESS
for us."
where else in the country ingraduation,
Following
cluding California.
*QUALITY
These figures and other food
Burkeen will continue working
*PRICES
for the local grain and seed facts resulted from a recent
study by Esmark, Inc., a Chicompany where he has been cago-based company. The study
*SELECTION
employed on a part-time basis also shows that Northwest famwhile attending college. A new ilies spend about $32.60 a week
office being constructed for for food, compared with $34
him there will also serve as his spent by Eastern families.
headquarters for the tax work
Ben Franklin said, "He that
he plans to do.
As conversation turns to can have patience can have
what he will."
Burkeen's accomplishments,
he always talks freely about
the "breaks" that have come
his way—the scholarship, the
rehabilitation services, the
cooperation on the campus in
City of Murray - DepartmentofStreets - Sanitation
removing physical barriers,
City Beautificadon Program
and the job that awaits his
graduation.
But that extra something
deep down inside Jerry Mac
Burkeen that is never translated by him into words has
(Center Line of Mein Street is Dividing Line)
to be the biggest "break" of
all.
allowed to remove the 11
bodies because it was too
dangerous, that the mine
could "blow at any time."
The mine has been sealed
and officials say it will be at
least two months and possibly
longer before the 11 bodies can
be recovered.
Under the emergency bill,
passed Friday by the Senate, a
coroner would be allowed to
issue a death certificate
without viewing the body,
under certain conditions.
The coroner could issue a
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death certificate -in the
absence of the body provided
its identity and location are
established or death was
caused by fire, explosion or
related causes in an underground passageway."

Weavings Of Emily Wolfson Will
Be Displayed At Berea Gallery
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Christian Church

Widows Of Men Killed In Mine
To Be Eligible For Death Benefits
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Northside
Pickup Starts Monday, March 22 at 7:00 cm.
*Trash Must Be Out by Street At Starting Time*
REGULATION:
1. Al types if trash wiN be picked sip except, stumps, tree logs, building material,
and fencing sateriels.
2. AM trash mot be placed at street side and must be kept separated according to
type.
3. Al smell end loose trash most be pieced in containers that can be handled by
one(1) men.
4. Appliances and meth must be placed in :operate areas.
S. Sorsa mast be in separate area end must compfy with the general rules for brush
PicketsIlresb and tree transship must be cot and pieced within 10' of the edge of street
with butt ends facial street. &nosh must be no larger then 4" at ben ends end in
length.
Brash cannot be picked op if vines, briers, wire, limber, or other foreign oblects ere
inked with brush.
Please clip, save, sad abide by these regulations. There will be no ether spociel
type services rendered by the Department of Streets-Senitation vatil tile leaf
pickup this fell.
Li. Seise, Director
Dept. Strees-Sannetiee
Murray, Kentucky

Southside Residents Will Be Notified

One Week In Advance
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